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Spintronic and Plasmonic Applications
of Electrodeposition on Semiconductors
by Xiaoli LI
In this thesis, metal electrodeposition on semiconductor substrates is investigated.
We show that electrodeposition of metals on n-type Si and Ge is an excellent method
to create Schottky barriers and that this method has a number of unique advantages
over other (physical) deposition methods. These advantages can be used to improve
the prospects of applications in the area of Spintronics and Plasmonics.
Firstly, the excellent current-voltage and capacitance-voltage characteristics of
electrodeposited Schottky barriers indicate that they have an ideality factor close
to unity and that the reverse bias leakage is orders of magnitude smaller than in
evaporated Schottky barriers. These characteristics can be used to make highly doped
Schottky barriers in which all reverse bias current is due to tunnelling. For magnetic
metals, these Schottky barriers hence allow spin-conserved conduction which is a
necessary step towards semiconductor spin valves and spin transistors.
Secondly, electrodeposition is not a line-of-sight-technique and can hence be used
to grow three dimensional structures when an appropriate pattern is created. Self
assembly of latex spheres is shown to change both qualitative and quantitatively
upon using a lithographically de¯ned pattern. By using electrodeposition of gold
around this latex sphere pattern nano-void array photonic crystals are created. We
show that plasmonic modes are detectable in these arrays opening up the path to
on-chip optical communication.Declaration of Authorship
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Introduction
1.1 Electrodeposition on Semiconductors
Electrodeposition, also called electroplating or electrochemical deposition is a pro-
cess of coating an electrically conductive item with a thin layer of metal using elec-
trical current. Modern electrodeposition was invented by Italian chemist Luigi V.
Brugnatelli in 1805 [1]. He used the voltaic pile to facilitate the ¯rst electrodepo-
sition. By 1839, scientists in Britain and Russia had independently devised metal
deposition processes similar to Brugnatelli's for the copper electroplating of printing
press plates. Soon after, John Wright of Birmingham, England discovered that potas-
sium cyanide was a suitable electrolyte for gold and silver electroplating. Wright's
associates, George Elkington and Henry Elkington were awarded the ¯rst patents
for electroplating in 1840. These two then founded the electroplating industry in
Birmingham, England from where it spread around the world [1].
Although electrodeposition is a very simple, fast, cost e®ective and mature indus-
trial deposit method, researchers in semiconductor fabrication ¯eld are usually not
very familiar with this method because the method requires a conductive substrate.
The primary problems of metal electrodeposition on a Si surface are nucleation, adhe-
sion and limitation of the current distribution associated with high resistivity of the
Si layer. As it turns out Si with even relatively low doping is su±ciently conductive to
allow electrodeposition. Other smaller problems are also not insurmountable. Review
papers of Oskam[2] and Ji [3] detail the literature available on electrodeposition of
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metal ¯lms directly on semiconductor substrate.
We show in this thesis, that metal electrodeposition on Si and Ge is certainly
possible if a few precautions are taken and that the resulting Schottky barriers have
properties superior to those of evaporated or sputtered barriers. Firstly, and in par-
ticular the reverse bias leakage is signi¯cantly lower, which might make these barriers
suitable for spin injection and detection devices. Secondly, since it is not a line of
sight technique, complicated 3D structures can be grown which can be used to create
plasmonic waveguides
1.2 Spintronics
Traditionally, an electrical current is regarded as a °ow of electrons which carry
charge. Besides its charge, an electron also carries a spin. With the dawn of the new
millennium, a novel technology called spintronics (magneto-electronics or spin-based
electronics) has emerged which exploits the quantum propensity of electrons to spin
as well as making use of their charge state. The spin can be used to di®erentiate
electrical carriers into two di®erent types according to whether their spin projection
onto a given quantization axis is §1
2. The two states of spin are characterized as 'up'
and 'down'. Spins can be manipulated faster and at lower energy cost than charge.
Hence the new generation of devices which combine standard microelectronics with
spin-dependent e®ects could have faster switching times, higher integration densities
and lower power consumption than the conventional devices. Furthermore, because
of its quantum nature, electron spin may exist not only in the "up" or "down" state
but also in in¯nitely many intermediate states depending on the energy of the system.
This quality holds the potential for what is, in e®ect, highly parallel computation.
Thus it could make a quantum computer, which is capable of performing certain types
of calculations, much faster.
In this active and promising research ¯eld of Spintronics, several approaches are
explored in parallel. One approach is employed in magnetic (random access) memory
(MRAM), where an array of magnetic memory elements is placed on top of a semi-
conductor wafer containing transistors and other circuitry required to drive memory.
This can still be considered to be "metal spintronics" as the integration with Si isChapter 1: Introduction 3
only on a passive level. The second approach is using a magnetic semiconductor to
put magnetic properties into semiconductor materials. This is the most intimate form
of integration and often called "Semiconductor Spintronics". The third approach is
"Hybrid Spintronics" in which ferromagnetic metals and semiconductors are combined
within the active (transistor or diode) part of the circuit. The spin-valve transistor
(SVT) demonstrated by Monsma et al. [4] in 1995 is a typical example of a hybrid
device in which spin dependence of the transport occurs in the ferromagnets and
the semiconductors are used to create potential barriers to operate the device. In
the development of spin-valve transistor, spin injection and detection, the transfer
of spin information into a semiconductor device through spin-polarized current, be-
comes the biggest challenge. The biggest obstruction is the so called conductivity
mismatch problem. Schottky contacts are proposed to solve this problem. However,
the Schottky contacts fabricated by physical methods on Si did not attain the re-
quirements for spin injection. Here, we investigate if the Schottky contacts fabricated
by electrodeposition have higher potential for spin injection.
1.3 Plasmonics
Optical data transfer allows high bandwidth but requires bulky tubes with re°ec-
tive interiors while electronic data transfer only requires tiny wires but operates at low
frequencies. When light hits the metallic surface under precise circumstance, electron
density waves, called plasmons, are produced. Because these density waves are gen-
erated at optical frequencies, they can theoretically encode a lot of information, even
more than is possible for conventional electronics. Therefore, a new technology called
plasmonics has emerged, which squeezes electromagnetic waves into minuscule metal
wires by using light to create plasmons. This technology included the advantages of
both optical and electronic data transfer. Hence, plasmonics allows the transmission
of data at optical frequencies along the surface of a tiny metal wire. Plasmonic cir-
cuits are promising to build fast interconnects in computer chips that can move large
amounts of data across a chip.
The main limitation of plasmonics today is that plasmons survive for a distance
which is too short to serve as a basis for computer chips. To improve the sendingChapter 1: Introduction 4
distance, the key is to use a material with a low refractive index, ideally negative, such
that the incoming electromagnetic energy is re°ected parallel to the surface of the
material and transmitted along its length as far as possible. There exists no natural
material with a negative refractive index, but nanostructured materials can try to
¯ll this gap. Using guided self-assembly, inverse sub-micro sphere (nanovoid) metal
arrays on Si is a promising structures to explore the creation of new plasmon modes.
To realize these nanostructures, it is necessary to combine conventional semiconductor
fabrication, the chemical process of self-assembly and electrodeposition. The resulting
structure is a proto-type photonic crystal waveguide suitable to study plasmon modes
in constrained geometries.
1.4 Objectives and Outline
This thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the fundamentals of electrode-
position are introduced. It is explained how to develop a new electrodeposition pro-
cess for various metals, depending on the applications, such as a sharp interfacial
layer, or a bright surface. Chapter 3 introduces the concepts of the Schottky bar-
riers, and presents the analysis of the current-voltage (I-V) and capacitance-voltage
(C-V) analysis of the experimental barriers in terms of ideality factor, and barrier
height. Chapter 4 introduces the ideas of Spintronics, with a description of magneto-
resistance, spin injection, and spin transistors, followed by an experimental section on
creating magnetic alignment in electro-deposited barriers. This chapter contains two
sections on the initial steps to fabricate lateral and vertical spin valves and transistors.
Chapter 5 introduces the background of self-assembly, followed by an experimental
section on creating self-assembled latex sphere templates in °at bottom trenches,
and transferring them to the Ni nanovoid arrays on Si by electrodeposition. The
anisotropic magnetoresistance of Ni nanovoid arrays is presented at the end of this
chapter. Chapter 6 introduces the ideas of Plasmonics, with some basic theory of
surface plasmon polaritons. It is followed by an experimental section on creating the
Au nanovoid strip arrays into v-shape Si trenches. The optical measurements of Au
nanovoid arrays are carried out and analyzed. Finally, in Chapter 7, the summary is
drawn.Chapter 2
Metal Electrodeposition on
Semiconductors
2.1 Introduction
In electrodeposition, the sample to be coated is the cathode which is placed into
a container containing a solution of one or more metal salts. The metal salt 'MA'
dissociates in water to positively charged metal cations Mn+ and negatively charged
salt anions An¡ as illustrated in ¯g. 2.1. The sample, the solution and the anode
form together the electrical circuit over which a potential di®erence can be applied.
The cathode electrode, which is to be plated, is negatively charged, and it attracts
the positively charged Mn+ cations. Meanwhile the negatively charged An¡ anions
are attracted to the positively charged anode electrode. An electron current in the
external circuitry completes the loop and reduces the Mn+ cations to the metallic
form M. At the anode, electrons are removed from the metal M, oxidizing it to Mn+
cations and hence replenishing the supply. Thus, the anode dissolves as ions into the
solution, enabling the concentratation of the metal salt MA to remain constant.
As the °ow through the metal electrodes is necessarily an electron °ow, it requires
that if we want to use a semiconductor as electrode that it is doped n-type, such that
electrons are the majority carrier. We see later in chapter 3, that if the cathode
is n-type Si and the metal a 3d metal or noble metal, a Schottky barrier between
the metal and the Si will form. This Schottky barrier is essentially a diode which
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Figure 2.1: Schematics of an electrolytic cell for plating metal "M" from a solution
of the metal salt "MA".
only allows conduction in one direction. The forward bias of the barrier is with an
electron °ow from the semiconductor to the metal deposit such that the electrons
can continue to reduce the metal salt-ions and that the electro-deposition process can
continue unlimited.
In this chapter, electrodeposition is explained in detail. The fundamental the-
ory and elements of the electrodeposition experiments, such as reference electrode
and electrodeposition solutions are explained. Four metal-semiconductor electro-
deposition processes are developed and the optimum deposition conditions are de-
scribed. Two systems with ferromagnetic metal on Si, Ni-Si and Co-Si, have been
described before in literature. The other two processes, high re°ectivity metal Au on
Si, and Ni on Ge, are completely novel.
2.2 Principle of Electrodeposition
In this section, the essential principles of electrodeposition based on several fun-
damental electrochemical books are presented [5, 6, 7, 8]. For our purposes, the most
important aspects of electrodeposition are electrode potential, kinetics and growth
mechanism, ¯lm thickness, and cyclic voltammetry.Chapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 7
2.2.1 Electrode Potential
As described in ¯g. 2.1, when a metal M is immersed in an aqueous solution
containing these same metal ions Mn+, there will be an exchange of the metal ions
Mn+ between the metal and the solution. Some Mn+ enter the solution from the
crystal lattice while some enter the crystal lattice from solution. If no external circuit
is connected, the speed of these two reaction may not be the same initially. After a
certain period of time, a dynamic equilibrium between the metal M and its ions in
the solution will spontaneously result, expressed by
M
n+ + ne , M (2.1)
where e is electron, n is the number of electrons involved in the reaction. Reaction
from the right to the left liberates electrons and is called oxidation. Reaction from
the left to the right consumes electrons and is called reduction.
Though the interphase region is neutral at equilibrium, the charging of the inter-
phase still causes a potential di®erence ¢Á(M;S) across the interphase between the
potential of the metal ÁM and that of the solution ÁS, expressed by
¢Á(M;S) = ÁM ¡ ÁS (2.2)
Since only the metal is considered as a terminal, the potential di®erence cannot
be measured directly. Hence, in order to obtain the value of the potential di®erence,
another interphase (the reference electrode) is introduced to connect with the solution
and thus form an electrochemical cell.
When the two electrodes of a cell are connected by an external circuit, the cell
reaction will only happen naturally if the free energy change ¢G is negative. The
free energy change can be expressed as a function of concentration of the products
and the reactants:
¢G = ¢G
0 + RT lnQ (2.3)
where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, and Q is the reaction
quotient, the ratio of concentrations of product and reactant. When concentrations
of the reactant and product are equal,
Q =
Mn+
M
= 1 (2.4)Chapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 8
the standard free-energy change ¢G0 is equal to ¢G. Since the thermal voltage is
expressed as
VT = kT=q (2.5)
the free energy change can further be expressed as a function of cell voltage ":
¢G = ¡n"qR=k = ¡n"RT=VT (2.6)
where n is the number of electrons involved in the reaction, " is the cell voltage.
Introducing Eq. 2.6 into Eq. 2.3, the general Nernst equation giving the concentration
dependence of the equilibrium cell voltage is obtained
" = "
0 ¡
VT
n
lnQ (2.7)
In a general case of a metal/metal-ion electrode, such as Eq. 2.1, there are two
reactants, Mn+ and e, and one product M. Since the concentrations of metal (M) and
electrons (e) in the metal lattice both equal 1 by convention, Eq. 2.7 is simpli¯ed to
E = E
0 ¡
VT
n
ln[M
n+] (2.8)
where E0 is the relative standard electrode potential of the M=Mn+ electrode. Since
the value of VT is 0.0257 V at 298 K( 25±C, room temperature), the M=M+n electrode
potential is
E = E
0 ¡
0:0592
n
log[M
n+] (2.9)
It should be noted that the e®ect of considering the activity coe±cient in this
calculation is not substantial unless the concentration of solution is 0.001 molar per
litre or lower. Then the activity can be replaced by the concentration.
The relative standard electrode potential of a certain metal can be obtained by
forming a cell consisting of the electrode under investigation and the normal hydrogen
electrode (NHE). This is the hydrogen electrode when the pressure of hydrogen is 1
atm and the activity of hydrogen cation is 1. By convention, its potential is zero.
2.2.2 Thickness control
In all of our work, speci¯c thin metal ¯lms are able to electrodeposit because the
thickness of ¯lm is controlled in realtime straightforwardly by the total current. TheChapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 9
total charge transferred in the process can be calculated by
Q =
Z
Idt = n ¢ q ¢ a (2.10)
where n is the number of electrons taking part in depositing, q is the electrical charge
per electron and a is the number of atoms deposited. This atom number a is related
to the ¯lm thickness deposited t. As we know, the mass of the deposit is
m = mw ¢
a
Na
= ½ ¢ A ¢ t (2.11)
where mw is the atomic weight of species M, Na is Avogadro's number, A is the
contact area and ½ is the density of metal. So the relation between thickness and
charge is now established by combining equations 2.10 to 2.11
t =
mwQ
nA½qNa
(2.12)
However, during Ni and Co electrodeposition, part of charge contributes to hy-
drogen evolution. Therefore, an estimate of the current e±ciency needs be carried
out. The details of the estimate are stated in Ref.[9].
A key equation in the applied electrochemistry, which is about overpotential and
potential drop term IR, is
V = E
C
e ¡ E
A
e ¡ j´Cj ¡ j´Aj ¡ IR (2.13)
where V is the total cell voltage, EC
e and EA
e are the equilibrium potential of
the cathode and anode respectively, ´C and ´A are the overpotential of the cathode
and anode respectively and IR is the potential drop, where R is the resistance of the
electrolyte solution between the electrodes. Because overpotential and potential drop
in all cells represent energy ine±ciencies, they must be minimized.
The potential drop term, IR, also explains the reason why the three electrode
system is more advanced than the two electrode cell and replaces the latter in labora-
tory application nowadays. In a two electrode cell, the plot of I-V would not provide
enough information about the electron transfer processes in the cell since both the
overpotential and the IR term vary with the current. Whereas, in a three electrode
system, a third electrode, called the reference electrode, is designed so that its I-V
response is characteristic of the processes at only one of the electrodes. The referenceChapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 10
electrode is positioned as closed as possible to the working electrode surface. Using a
potentiostat, the potential of the working electrode is controlled versus the reference
electrode. Also it should be noticed that the electrolyte contacting area of the work-
ing electrode should be much smaller than that of the counter electrode in order to
avoid the substantial polarization of the latter so that the response of the cell is only
from the working electrode.
2.2.3 Kinetics and Growth mechanism
Since the rate of electrolysis will depend on the kinetics of the two electrode reac-
tions, a new concept overpotential is introduced. In a non-equilibrium electrochemical
cell, the di®erence ´ between the potential of an electrode E(I) as a result of current
°owing and the equilibrium potential of this same electrode (Ee, potential in the
absence of current) is de¯ned as overpotential.
´ = E(I) ¡ Ee (2.14)
The overpotential ´ is regarded as the power source to support the overall electrode
reaction, which is normally composed of 4 main partial reactions: electron transfer,
mass transfer (mainly di®usion), chemical reaction and crystallization. Electron-
transfer reaction occurs between the electrode and an electron carrier, which involves
the transfer process of the electron carrier across the double layer. This type of
reaction is the only partial reaction directly in°uenced by the electrode potential.
Mass-transfer reaction means that the substances consumed, or formed, during the
electrode reaction need to be transported from the bulk solution to the electrode
surface and from the electrode surface to the bulk solution. The rate of the mass
transport depends only on the bulk concentration of the electroactive species and the
mass transport regime.
The relationship between the current density J and the overpotential, Butler-
Volmer equation is described by:
J = J0[exp(
(1 ¡ ®)n´
VT
) ¡ exp(
¡®n´
VT
)] (2.15)Chapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 11
Figure 2.2: Four regions in the general current-overpotential relationship[8].
where i0 is the exchange current density (i0=i when ´=0)and ® is the transfer coe±-
cient.
A number of approximations can be made to this formula. When the absolute
value of overpotential is smaller than 0.10 V, the current density varies linearly with
the overpotential:
J = J0
n´
VT
(2.16)
When the absolute value of overpotential is greater than 0.10 V, the cathodic current
density is majority if the ´ is negative. The Bulter-Volmer equation can be simpli¯ed
as
J = ¡J0e
¡®n´=VT (2.17)
for large cathodic current density. Taking the logarithm of Eqs. 2.17, the Tafel equa-
tion is obtained:
´ = a + blogjij = blogji0j + logjij (2.18)
Since in our work, metal deposition is a cathodic process, the theoretical value of the
constant b for the cathodic process is
bc =
2:303VT
®n
(2.19)
The current-potential relation de¯ned by Eqs. 2.17 also has a limit where the rate ofChapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 12
deposition reaction is limited by the mass transfer. Fig. 2.2 shows a general current
density-overpotential. The maximum current density is given by Eqs. 2.20
iL =
nVTD
±RT
cb (2.20)
where D is the di®usion coe±cient of the depositing species Mn+, ± is the di®usion
layer thickness and cb is the bulk concentration of Mn+ in the solution.There are two
basic mechanisms for formation of a coherent deposit [6, 10]: layer growth and three-
dimensional (3D) crystallites growth (also called nucleation-coalescence growth). In
the layer growth mechanism, a crystal deposit enlarges by a spreading of discrete
layers, one by one across the surface. When the surface is covered by a grown layer,
the next layer begins to form by the same way.
In the 3D crystallites growth mechanism, the structural components are 3D crys-
tallites, so that a coherent deposit is built up as a result of coalescence of these
crystallites. There are four stages to make up of the growth sequence of electrode-
position via nucleation coalescence:(i) formation of isolated nuclei and their growth
to 3D crystallites, (ii) coalescence of 3D crystallites, (iii) formation of linked network
and (iv) formation of a continuous deposit.
The development of growth forms on overpotentials stems from the potential de-
pendence of the nucleation and growth processes. Competition between nucleation
and growth processes is strongly in°uenced by the potential of the cathode [6, 5].
2.2.4 Cyclic Voltammetry
There are two di®erent types of transient techniques to probe the electrodeposition
behaviours. In the ¯rst type, an instantaneous perturbation of the electrode potential
or current is applied and the system is monitored as it relaxes towards its new steady
state. The method is called chronoamperometry or chronopotentiometry dependent
on whether potential or current is perturbed respectively. In the second type, a
periodically varying perturbation of current or potential is applied to the system,
and its response is measured as a function of the frequency of the perturbation. The
method is called cyclic or a.c. voltammetry dependent on whether the potential
source is DC or AC.
Since cyclic voltammetry can obtain all kinetic parameters by recording the rate ofChapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 13
mass transport varying with time, this method is the most common technique when
studying a system for the ¯rst time. The cell current is recorded as a function of
the applied potential. The potential is continuously changed as a linear function of
time at a scan rate (º, the rate of change of potential with time). Once the potential
scan range is decided, the potential scan starts at any initial potential which is in
the potential range and scans in one direction until reaching the critical potential at
the end of range, then the scan direction is reversed for a new scan. The potential
waveform is usually of the form of an isosceles triangle. This has the advantage that
the product of the electron transfer reaction that occurred in the forward scan can be
probed again in the reverse scan. Hence, it is a powerful tool for the determination
of formal redox potentials, detection of chemical reactions that precede or follow the
electrochemical reaction and evaluation of electron transfer kinetics.
In experiments, qualitative experiments will be carried out ¯rstly in order to get
an integral feel for the system before proceeding to semi-quantitative and ¯nally quan-
titative experiments from which kinetic parameters may be calculated. In a classic
qualitative study, the scan will be set up over a wide range of scan rates and potential
scan range. Usually there will be several peaks, and by observing how these appear
and disappear as the potential limits and sweep rate are varied, and also by noting
the di®erences between the ¯rst and subsequent cycles, it is possible to determine
how the processes represented by the peaks are related. At the same time, from the
scan rate dependence of the peak amplitudes the role of absorption, di®usion and
coupled homogeneous chemical reactions may be identi¯ed. The di®erence between
the ¯rst and subsequent cyclic voltammograms frequently provides useful mechanistic
information. It should be emphasized that kinetic parameters can only be accurately
obtained from an analysis of the ¯rst scan.
Illustrated in Fig. 2.3(a), a redox reaction is described. Initially, only the oxidized
form of the species (Mn+) is assumed to be present. Thus, a negative potential scan
is chosen for the ¯rst half cycle during which a cathodic current is observed. Because
the solution is quiescent, the product generated during the forward scan is available
at the surface of the electrode for the reverse scan resulting in an anodic current.
At the start of the experiment(point 1), there is no net conversion of Mn+ into
M, the reduced form since the cell potential is lower than the redox potential. AsChapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 14
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Figure 2.3: (a) Schematic of Cyclic voltammogram for a reversible process, Mn+ +
ne * ) M. X-axis is current(I) and Y-axis is voltage(E). Initially only Mn+ present
in solution. (b) The concentration pro¯les of M (CM) at numbered points in the
¯rst reduction stage. Y-axis is the distance to the working electrode (x). (c) The
concentration pro¯les of M at numbered points in the ¯rst oxidation stage. Modi¯ed
from [11]
the redox potential is approached, there is a net cathodic current which increases
exponentially with potential. As Mn+ is converted into M, concentration gradients are
set up for both Mn+ and M, and di®usion occurs down these concentration gradients.
At the cathodic peak (point 5), the redox potential is su±ciently negative that any
Mn+ that reaches the electrode surface is instantaneously reduced to M. Therefore,
the current now depends upon the rate of mass transfer to the electrode surface.
Upon reversal of the scan (point 8), the current continues to decay until the potential
nears the redox potential. At this point, a net oxidation of M to Mn+ occurs which
causes an anodic current which eventually produces a peak shaped response (point
13). Fig. 2.3(b,c) show the concentration pro¯les of reductive species (M) at numbered
points to help understand this reversible process.
If the electron transfer rate at all potentials is signi¯cantly greater than the rate of
mass transport so that the redox system remains in Nernstian equilibrium throughout
the potential scan, the electrochemical reaction is reversible. But this is just an ideal
case. In practice, the rate of electron transfer is insu±cient compared with mass
transfer, or chemical reactions are coupled to the redox process, or adsorption of
either reactants or products occurs, and this equilibrium is broken.Chapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 15
Figure 2.4: Scheme of experimental set up for Ni electrodeposition on Si, the electro-
chemical control and the monitoring by a PC computer.
2.3 Experimental Details
2.3.1 Experimental Setup
The setup of the electrodeposition experiment is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. This
is a three-electrode electrodeposition system with potentiostat. The potentiostat
(Autolab PGSTAT12) controls the equilibrium electrode potentials using a saturated
calomel reference electrode (SCE)(Ref401, Radiometer Analytical model). A large
area platinum gauze as the anode connects to the positive pole of the potentiostat,
which functions as a counter electrode, and the silicon wafer as the cathode connects
to the negative pole of the potentiostat, which functions as a work electrode. In
addition, a personal computer (PC) is connected the potentiostat to monitor the
electrodeposition process with potentiostatic current-time transient curve. All of the
electrodes are rinsed in the electrobath.
There are many types of reference electrodes to measure equilibrium electrode po-
tentials, such as calomel electrodes(including normal calomel electrodes(NCE), satu-
rated calomel electrodes(SCE), sodium saturated calomel electrodes(SSCE)), silver-
silver chloride electrodes, mercury-mercurous hydrogen electrodes and nonaqueous
electrodes. As mentioned before, the relative electrode potentials are determined by
measuring cell voltage. So the di®erent reference electrodes are corresponding to dif-
ferent relative electrode potentials. A saturated calomel electrode (SCE) is selected
for this experiment. The construction is shown in Fig. 2.5.
The saturated calomel electrode consists of mercury, calomel, KCl solution fromChapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 16
Figure 2.5: Saturated calomel electrode (SCE) for measuring electrode potential[6].
bottom to top:
HgjHg2Cl2jCl
¡
The electrode potential [6] is
E = E
0 ¡
RT
2qNa
ln[Cl
¡] (2.21)
where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, and Cl¡ is the concen-
tration of Cl anion with unit of mol/L.For the concentration of KCl of SCE is at
saturation (about 3.5 M), the standard potential (E0) of the SCE at 25± is 0.242 V
versus NHE. SCE has a large temperature coe±cient [6]:
E[V ] = 0:242 ¡ 7:6 £ 10
¡4(T ¡ 298) (2.22)
2.3.2 Electrodeposition solutions
The components of electrodeposition solutions are varied dependent on the metal
components for deposit, the adhesion properties between the metal and substrate and
the functional applications of the deposited structures. Besides the essential deposited
metallic ions, acid/alkali ions and other chemical additives play modulatory functions.
² Nickel and Cobalt Solutions
The electrodeposition baths for nickel and cobalt were prepared by ourselves. The
nickel bath contains 0.1 mol/dm¡3 nickel sulfate (NiSO4¢6H2O), 0.1 mol/dm¡3 boricChapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 17
acid, 5 m mol/dm¡3 sodium dodecly sulfate (SDS) and sulfuric acid (Analar grade >
98%, to adjust pH value between 3.0 - 3.5). Nickel sulfate (NiSO4¢6H2O) contributes
the nickel ions for electrodeposition. The advantages of this nickel salt relative to
the other nickel salts are remarkable. It is the cheapest salt of nickel. Its anion is so
stable that it is not reduced at the cathode or oxidized at the anode or volatilized.
In addition, it is easy to dissolve. The main function of boric acid is to control the
pH value in the cathode ¯lm, and as a weak bu®er in the solution, it also improves
the smoothness of the deposit surface[8]. SDS serves as an additive to improve the
wettability of the electrolyte to the silicon surface so that the adhesion between metal
and semiconductor is enhanced. The cobalt bath contains 0.1 mol/dm¡3 cobalt sulfate
(CoSO4¢7H2O), 0.1 mol/dm¡3 boric acid, and sulfuric acid (Analar grade > 98%, to
adjust pH value between 3.0 - 3.5). It should be noticed that the additive SDS is not
required in the cobalt bath due to the good intrinsic wettability of cobalt sulfate.
² Gold Solutions
Because of the good stability of the gold(I) cyanide complex [Au(CN)2]¡, gold
cyanide baths are the most common solution for gold electrodeposition. According
to the pH value, there are three kinds of cyanide baths: alkaline cyanide baths, acid
cyanide baths and neutral cyanide baths. Because the gold ¯lm obtained from alkaline
cyanide baths presents very bright and smooth appearance, the standard alkaline
cyanide baths are selected as the gold solution in our work, which were purchased
from Cravemount Ltd directly. The cathodic reaction of this type of solution is
4[Au(CN)2]
¡ + 4e
¡ ! 4Au + 8CN
¡ (2.23)
Since the anode is nonsoluble platinum, oxygen gas and hydrogen ions are the domi-
nant products at the anode, as shown in Eq. 2.24:
2H2O ! 4H
+ + O
2 + 4e
¡ (2.24)
The cathodic current e±ciency for the deposition of the gold from alkaline baths can
be as high as 90% to 100% with adequate gold content in the bath and su±cient stir.Chapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 18
2.4 Optimization of Electrodeposition
2.4.1 Pretreatment
There are two kinds of pretreatments required for good electrodeposition on a
semiconductor. Surface pretreatment, either chemical or mechanical, is very impor-
tant to the quality of electrodeposition. Its e®ect directly in°uences the adhesion of
the metal layer coating to the cathode surface, which is of particular importance on
semiconductor substrates. Surface cleaning is designed to remove contaminants and
¯lms from the substrate. Contamination can cause poor adhesion and even prevent
deposition. The surface contamination can be intrinsic (such as oxide layer) or extrin-
sic (comprised of organic debris and mineral dust from the environment or preceding
processes). Usually this cleaning process includes the employing of solvents, alkaline
cleaners, acid cleaners, abrasive materials or water [12].
Nucleation pretreatment is very necessary for metals electrodeposited on a semi-
conductor due to the weak conductivity of the semiconductor. There are several
pretreatment methods to overcome the low nuclei density problem. Kwon et al. [13]
used a chemical pretreatment, Pd activation as a nucleus formation method to make
Ru electroplating possible on TiN substrate. Gabrielli et al. [14] used a electro-
chemical pretreatment. They polarized the electrode at very negative potential (-2.5
V/SCE) during 5 min to get a vigorous hydrogen evolution, to reduce oxide or or-
ganic impurities. Afterwards, the electrode was rinsed in dilute acetic acid to dissolve
traces of calcium carbonate. In this work, we applied a pulse of further negative
potential on the semiconductor cathode electrode to produce a high density nuclei
layer instantaneously.
² Pretreatments for Electrodeposited Ni-Si/Co-Si Schottky Barriers
Speci¯c pretreatments are required for nickel or cobalt electrodeposition on silicon
surfaces. Our pretreatment operations have two basic steps:
² Surface cleaning or preparation. In this step, two-step Radio Corporation of
America (RCA) clean and Bu®ered Hydrogen Fluoride (BHF) clean are applied.
RCA clean is to remove intrinsic contamination while BHF clean is not only
to remove the oxide layer but also to leave the silicon surface H-terminated soChapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 19
that the surface becomes hydrophobic. In the BHF clean, the silicon sample
was rinsed in bu®ered hydrogen °uoride solution (20:1) for 30 seconds.
² Surface electrochemical pretreatment to improve the nucleation. In this ex-
periment, a electrochemical pretreatment applied -1.5 » -1.9 V/SCE negative
potential during 0.2 second to 0.4 second to improve the nucleation magnitude
to get good quality electrodeposition.
² Pretreatments for Electrodeposited Au on Si
Due to the weak bondstrength between gold and Si which causes gold ¯lm to
peel-o® after it was electrodeposited on silicon surface, some speci¯c pretreatments
should be carried out. The typical method is the growth of a thin chrome or titanium
¯lm, with several nanometers thickness, by evaporation or sputtering. However, this
method is not suitable for our design because the chrome or titanium ¯lm would not
only cover the silicon surface but also the silicon dioxide surface. Alternatively, it is
possible to deposit this kind of bonding layer through electrodeposition. However, it
involves even more complicated work to deposit a smooth chrome or titanium ¯lm
with controllable thickness on silicon. The method for growth of a bonding layer that
we used ¯nally, was prepared by a simple chemical reaction[15, 16, 17]. Firstly, the
pattern silicon substrate was dipped into a 20:1 BHF for 6 seconds to etch the ultrathin
layer of native oxide. After quickly washing by DI water, the second dipping step was
to place the sample into 5 mol/L potassium hydroxide (KOH) for 30 seconds to leave
OH-terminal on the silicon surface. The sample was washed by DI water to remove
KOH, then washed by ethanol (EtOH) to remove DI water. Finally, the sample was
immersed into a solution of 10% APTMS (3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane)in high-
performance liquid chromatography(HPLC) grade EtOH during 8-9 hours. After this
treatment, the sample would be ready for self-assembly after rinsing instantly into
HPLC grade EtOH for 40 seconds then drying under Argon.Chapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 20
2.4.2 Au Film on Si
In the initial stage, cyclic voltammetry is applied to study a new system. At the
beginning, a sample holder was used to extend the dimensions of the silicon wafer
sample in order to load it into the electrolytic cell easily. But the small cathodic
current in this case, shown in Fig. 2.6, indicated that the conductivity between sample
and holder was not good. So, in the following experiments, the silicon wafer samples
were connected directly to the work electrode.
Solely based on a voltammogram (shown in Fig. 2.7 solid line) with the the scan
range from 0 to -1.3V, it is hard to judge whether the current is caused by gold
deposition or Hydrogen evolution. Therefore, a large range potential scan (shown in
Fig. 2.7 dashed) is carried out. Three mechanisms occurred: The nucleation started
at -0.5 V/SCE; Between -0.5 to -1.9V/SCE, the cathodic current was dominated by
gold deposition; After -1.9V/SCE, the cathodic current suddenly increased which
indicated the hydrogen evolution began. It should be noticed that in the common
potential scan range from 0 to -1.3V/SCE, the currents of these two scans are not
identical. This is mainly caused by the di®erence of deposition areas between these
two sample.
Initially, according to the cyclic voltammogram, -1V/SCE was selected as the
deposition potential, which can promisingly control the speed of electrodeposition.
However, as the solid line in Fig. 2.8 shows, the current keeps increasing during
the deposition, which indicates that the deposition process is accompanied with fur-
ther nucleation. It does not result in a uniform ¯lm. A pulse pretreatment usually
yields ¯ner grain deposits because of the high pulse current density and resulting
high nucleation rate. The potentiostatic current-time transient curve without pulse
pretreatment, shown in Fig. 2.8 solid, which strongly reduced current relative to the
with pulse pretreatment case, indicates that during a 0.5 second pulse -1.2V/SCE,
nuclei spread on the silicon surface uniformly then under the low deposition potential
-0.7V/SCE, the gold ¯lm grows nearly without nucleation. It results in a uniform
¯lm. Fig. 2.9 proves this opinion.Chapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 21
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of two cyclic voltammograms for Au. Potential scan rates
were both 0.02 V/s. The cathodic current in the with sample holder case was much
smaller than the current without holder case though the former scan range was more
negative.
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of two cyclic voltammograms for Au with di®erent scan
ranges. Potential scan rates were both 0.02 V/s and the scans both start from
0V/SCE. The wide scan range was from 0 to -2.5V/SCE while the narrow scan range
was from 0 to -1.3V/SCE. The dispersion of currents in the potential range from
0 to -1.3V/SCE is mainly due to the di®erence of deposit areas between these two
samples.Chapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 22
Figure 2.8: Comparison of two potentiostatic current-time transients curves of Au
electrodeposition on Si with and without pulse pretreatment. In the one-step potential
case, potential for electrodeposition was selected as -1V/SCE. Gold atoms deposited
accompanied with nucleation. In the pulse pretreatment case, a pulse of -1.2V/SCE
during 0.5 second was given before applied a -0.7V/SCE potential.
5 m m 2 m m
Figure 2.9: SEM images for comparison of two gold inverse sphere arrays electrode-
position on Si with/without pulse pretreatment. (a) Gold deposition without pulse
pretreatment. Gold structure is not uniform. (b) Gold deposition with pulse pre-
treatment. Gold structure is nearly uniform.Chapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 23
2.4.3 Ni Film on Si
Based on a voltammogram (shown in Fig. 2.10) with the scan range from 0.4 to -
1.7V with 0.02V/s scan rate, only two mechanisms occurred in Ni electrodeposition on
1-2 ­ cm Si: The nucleation started after -1.0 V/SCE; Between -1.1 to -1.7V/SCE, the
cathodic current was dominated by nickel deposition accompanied by the hydrogen
evolution. Like Au electrodeposition on Si, the chronopotentiometry method was
used for Ni. This method supplies a constant potential to the working electrode while
chronoamperometry is to supply a constant current density for working electrode. For
the Si samples with di®erent surface areas, the chronopotentiometry method is more
convenient to control the electrodeposition conditions. To obtain a continuous Ni
¯lm, a pulse pretreatment from -1.3 to -1.7 V/SCE during 0.2 second or 0.4 second
is necessary. Critical potential -1.1 V/SCE is indicated as the appropriate deposit
potential to result in a uniform ¯lm. Moderate increase in potential improved the
¯lm brightness while moderate decrease in potential improved the adhesion between
Ni and Si.
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Figure 2.10: Cyclic voltammograms for Ni electrodeposition on 1-2 ­ cm Si. Potential
scan rates were both 0.02 V/s and the scans both start from 0V/SCE. The wide scan
range was from 0.4 to -1.7V/SCE.Chapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 24
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Figure 2.11: Cyclic voltammograms for Co electrodeposition on 1-2 ­ cm Si. Potential
scan rates were both 0.02 V/s and the scans both start from 0V/SCE. The wide scan
range was from 0.5 to -1.7V/SCE.
2.4.4 Co Film on Si
Fig. 2.11 shows an entire voltammogram of Co electrodeposition on 1-2 ­ cm
Si with the the scan range from 0.5 to -1.7V with 0.02V/s scan rate. The cyclic
voltmmogram indicates all types of mechanisms occurred:
² The nucleation started after -1.1 V/SCE.
² Between -1.1 to -1.3V/SCE, the cathodic current was dominated by cobalt de-
position (the zone between blue and red arrows shown in ¯g. 2.11). The deposit
potential can be selected in this zone.
² After -1.3V/SCE, the cathodic current was dominated by the hydrogen evolu-
tion. A pretreatment pulse can be selected in this zone.
² Between 0.5 to -0.5V/SCE, the cathodic current was reversed by Co reduction.
Fig. 2.12 shows two transient curves of Co electrodeposited on Si. In the Gal-
vanostatic potential-time transient curve, a pulse of -1.09 mA during 0.4 second wasChapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 25
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Figure 2.13: Cyclic voltammograms of Ni electrodeposition on 0.01-0.02 ­ cm Ge.
Potential scan rates were both 0.02 V/s and the scans both start from 0V/SCE. The
wide scan range was from 0 to -2 V/SCE.
2.4.5 Ni Film on Ge
In the voltammogram of Ni electrodeposition on 0.01-0.02 ­ cm Ge (shown in
¯g. 2.13), the two contacts with di®erent areas indicate the same critical potentials at
approximately -1.5V/SCE (the blue arrow in ¯g. 2.13) and approximately -0.9V/SCE
(the green arrow in ¯g. 2.13). Therefore, the deposit potential zone is from -0.9 to
-1.5 V/SCE.
Whether a pulse was applied or not, the Ni ¯lms on the Ge surface were devel-
oped smoothly and adhesively. This low sensitivity of the potential-current condi-
tion during electrodeposition allows the use of either the chronopotentiometry or the
chronoamperometry method. Fig. 2.14 shows a typical Galvanostate potential-time
transient curve of Ni on Ge. Though this process did not use a sharp pulse, the nu-
cleation completed in the preliminary stage, and the ¯lm grew up uniformly without
nucleation.Chapter 2: Metal Electrodeposition on Semiconductors 27
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Figure 2.14: Galvanostate potential-time transient curve of Ni electrodeposition on
0.01-0.02 ­ cm Ge, applied a -1.5 mA constant current without pulse.
2.5 Conclusions
The principle of electrodeposition in the beginning of this chapter outlines the
fundamental knowledge of metals electrodeposition on semiconductors. The experi-
mental details, which includes the equipment setup and the recipes of di®erent metal
electrodeposition solutions are introduced. The results presented and discussed in
this chapter reveal that di®erent metal electrodepositions on di®erent semiconduc-
tors require a series of distinct system parameters. For Au or Ni ¯lm on Si, it is
suitable to use the chronoamperometry method after a pulse. For Co ¯lm on Si,
chronopotentiometry with pulse pretreatment is the proper method. For Ni ¯lm on
Ge, chronopotentiometry or chronoamperometry with or without pulse pretreatment,
cause a high quality ¯lm.Chapter 3
Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers
3.1 Introduction
Metal-semiconductor contacts can be fabricated by various methods, such as ther-
mal evaporation, chemical decomposition, electron-gun bombardment, sputtering, or
plating of metals onto chemically etched substrates[18]. Both chemical vapour depo-
sition (CVD) and physical vapour deposition (PVD) had been widely used for the
deposition of (magnetic) metal ¯lms (such as Nickel, Cobalt) on semiconductor ma-
terials and these methods could fabricate a series of uniform devices. However, in our
work, electrodeposition was selected. The essential distinction between electrodepo-
sition and evaporation is that the metal atoms in electrodeposition process have low
thermal energy when they deposit on the semiconductor surface, which helps to form
a sharp interface between metal and semiconductor. In contrast, the metal atoms
with the relative higher thermal energy in the evaporation process mix easier with
the semiconductor surface and form a thin layer of metal-semiconductor compound
shorting or modifying the Schottky barrier. In addition, electrodeposition is a mature
technology which requires only simple equipment at low cost.
In this chapter, the background of Schottky barriers is introduced. The results of
a series of electrodeposition experiments are presented. Electrodeposition of Ni and
Co ¯lms directly on patterned Si substrates has been achieved through the methods
introduced in section 3.3. I-V and C-V measurements were performed and the results
reveal that electrodeposited ferromagnet-Si junctions show lower reverse bias leakage
28Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 29
for lowly doped Si and clear evidence of thermionic ¯eld emissions at high Si doping.
This con¯rms the potential of these Schottky barriers to be used for spin injection
and detection in spin FET, and will be discussed in the next chapter.
3.2 Fundamentals of Schottky Barrier
3.2.1 Working Principle of Schottky Barrier
Metals and semiconductors have di®erent work functions. When a metal makes
contact with n-type semiconductor, the Fermi levels in these two materials must be
equal at thermal equilibrium while the vacuum level must be continuous. So these two
requirements determine the band diagram of the ideal metal-semiconductor contact,
as shown in Fig. 3.1(b). The di®erence between the metal work function and the
semiconductor electron a±nity is regarded as the barrier height ©B. Meanwhile, the
electrons in the conduction band trying to move into the metal should have enough
energy to cross a built-in potential Vbi, which is the di®erence of the barrier height
©B and the distance between the bottom of the conduction band and the Fermi level
Vn.
A metal-semiconductor contact forms a Schottky barrier when barrier height ©B
À kT, where k is Boltzmann's constant[19]. Schottky barriers work similarly to a
one-sided abrupt p-n junction. But the crucial di®erence is that the majority carriers
induce the current transport in a Schottky barrier while the minority carriers induce
the current transport in a p-n junction. Actually, there are 4 basic transport processes
under the forward bias [20], which are illustrated in Fig. 3.2:
1. Electrons overcome the potential barrier and move from the semiconductor into
the metal. This process is dominant for the current transport in Schottky diodes
if the silicon doping concentration is lower than 1017 cm¡3 at room temperature.
2. Tunneling current °ows through the barrier. This process will dominate sig-
ni¯cantly for heavily doped semiconductors, both in forward and especially in
reverse bias.
3. Minority carriers are injected from the metal into the semiconductor.Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 30
Figure 3.1: Energy band diagrams: (a) An isolated metal adjacent to an iso-
lated n-type semiconductor under thermal nonequilibrium condition. (b) A metal-
semiconductor contact in thermal equilibrium [19].
4. Carriers recombine in the space-charge region.
In addition, there is another transport type leakage current existing due to the
interface quality and the high applied voltage, which is di±cult to represent in Fig. 3.2.
The reason for the leakage current is the high electric ¯elds that exist at the metal
periphery in Schottky diodes. These ¯elds cause the edge e®ect [21].
For low-mobility semiconductors, the di®usion theory can be used to described the
transport process while the thermionic emission theory is applied for high-mobility
semiconductors. Silicon is a high-mobility type semiconductor, so the ¯rst transport
process can be described by the thermionic emission theory [22] as shown in Fig. 3.3.
In Fig. 3.3(a), the current densities balance at thermal equilibrium was shown. The
electron °ow from the semiconductor into the metal is equal to the electron °ow
from the metal into the semiconductor. So the net current is zero. When a forward
bias VF is applied to the contact (Fig. 3.3 (b)), the electrostatic potential di®erence
across the barrier is decreased and the electron density at the interface is increased.
It results in the electron °ow from the semiconductor into the metal being larger than
the opposite °ow. The reverse bias condition is very di®erent, as shown in Fig. 3.3(c).Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 31
Figure 3.2: Four basic transport processes under forward bias [20].
Here, the barrier is not decreased when a voltage is applied. The reserve bias current
remains very low, resulting in a rectifying behaviour.
Figure 3.3: Current transport by the thermionic emission process. a) Thermal equi-
librium; b) Forward bias; c) Reverse bias [19, 22].
3.2.2 I-V Characteristics of Schottky Barrier
Illustrated by the ideal I-V curve (Fig. 3.4), the Schottky barriers' parameters
can be introduced: the practical current-voltage characteristic of a Schottky barrier
under thermionic emission condition [23] is
I = IS ¢ e
qV=´kT(1 ¡ e
¡qV=kT) (3.1)
Is = AA
¤T
2 ¢ e
¡qÁBn=kT (3.2)Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 32
Figure 3.4: Ideal current-voltage characteristics of Schottky barriers: (a) I-V cartesian
plot. (b) jIj-jVj semilog plot.
where V is the applied voltage, q is the elementary charge, which is 1:6£10¡19 C, IS
is the saturation current, A is the active contact area, and ÁBn is the barrier height.
A¤ is the e®ective Richardson constant (in units of A/(K2-cm2)), which is expressed
as
A
¤ = 4¼m
¤qk
2=h
3 (3.3)
where h is the Planck constant (6:63 £ 10¡34J ¢ s), m¤ is the semiconductor e®ective
mass. Substituting the values of the constants in Eq. 3.3, the e®ective Richardson
constant has the value
A
¤ = 120(m
¤=me)AK
¡2cm
¡2 (3.4)
where me is the free-electron mass.
For semiconductors with spherical constant-energy surfaces such as gallium ar-
senide, A¤ is independent of direction. The A¤ for gallium arsenide is 8.64 AK¡2cm¡2.
But for semiconductors with anisotropic constant-energy surfaces such as silicon and
germanium, A¤ depends on the orientation even if the crystal has cubic symmetry.
For < 100 > n-type silicon, A¤ = 246 AK¡2cm¡2 and for < 111 > n-type silicon A¤ =
258 AK¡2cm¡2. It should be explained that the value of A¤ for silicon is much larger
then that for gallium arsenide, partly because of the larger e®ective-mass components
and partly because of the six valleys in silicon.
If the applied voltage V is much greater than 3kT/q (À0.078V), the exponen-
tialpart in Eq. 3.1 dominates, and the equation can be written in the simpler formChapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 33
as
I = IS ¢ e
qV=´kT (3.5)
lnI = lnIS +
q
´kT
V (3.6)
In this approximation, the intercept gives the value of IS and the ideality factor ´ can
be derived from the slope. With the known value of the active contact area A, JS
can also be easily calculated. Using equation 3.2 and the area to convert to current
density, the barrier height of the contact can be worked out:
ÁBn = ¡
ln(Js=A¤T 2)kT
q
(3.7)
3.2.3 C-V Characteristics of Schottky Barriers
Although Equation 3.7 is very instructive, it requires the Richardson constant to
be known to derive the barrier height. Although theoretical values can be calculated
(as given in the previous section), they are subject to signi¯cant uncertainty. To
enable extraction of the barrier height independent, A¤, temperature dependent mea-
surement or capacitance voltage (C-V) measurement have to be carried out. In this
section, the theoretical analysis of C-V curves as illustrated by the near ideal C-V
curve in Fig. 3.5 will be described.
Neglecting the minority carriers, the de¯nition of capacitance is
C =
@Qd
@Vr
(3.8)
where Qd is the positive charge due to the uncompensated donors in the depletion
region. From Gauss's theorem the charge due to the uncompensated donors[23] is
given by
Qd = (2q"SNd)
1=2(Vdo + Vr ¡
kT
q
)
¡1=2 (3.9)
where Vdo is the di®usion voltage at zero bias. So that the expression 3.8 can be
rewritten as
C = (
q"SNd
2
)
1=2(Vdo + Vr ¡
kT
q
)
¡1=2 (3.10)
By di®erential C¡2 with respect to Vr, the expression of the donor concentration is
Nd =
2
q"s
·
1
d(1=C2)=dVr
¸
(3.11)Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 34
Figure 3.5: Ideal C-V characteristics of Schottky barriers[19].
The distance Vn of the Fermi energy below the conduction band is
Vn =
kT
q
ln
µ
Nc
Nd
¶
(3.12)
From the graph of C¡2 as a function of Vr, the negative intercept (-Vi) is equal to
(-Vdo+kT/q). So that, the di®usion voltage at zero bias is
Vdo = Vi +
kT
q
(3.13)
Finally, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1, the barrier height ©Bn is equal to
©Bn = Vdo + V n = Vi +
kT
q
+ V n (3.14)
3.3 Experimental Setup
Following the setup of the electrolytic cell, which has been described in sec-
tion 2.3.1, the three electrodes were rinsed in nickelic electrolyte. All solvents and
chemicals were of reagent quality and were used without further puri¯cation. Illus-
trated by Fig. 3.6(A), the process °ow for the Ni-Si Schottky barriers is described.
The circular and square patterns were transferred to silicon dioxide by conventional
lithography. The SEM top view image of a pair of Schottky barriers is shown in
Fig. 3.6(B) and (C).Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 35
Figure 3.6: (A) Process °ow for the fabrication of electrodeposited ferromagnet-Si
Schottky barriers. (B) SEM image of the top view of a pair of SBs. (C) SEM image
of the edge of a square contact.
There are three di®erent resistivity type silicon substrates used in the experiments:
0.01 ­ ¢ cm - 0.0206 ­ ¢ cm(low), 1 ­ ¢ cm - 2 ­ ¢ cm(medium), and 10 ­ ¢ cm - 20
­ ¢ cm(high). However, the high resistivity silicon substrates are di±cult to use for
electrodeposition of nickel ¯lms due to the ohmic voltage drop in the Si wafers. As
the medium resistivity Si wafers have low enough doping to suppress thermionic ¯eld
emission, they are just as suitable for our purpose and in the following section, only
the Schottky barriers on medium and low resistivity wafers are discussed. The I-V
and C-V measurements of the deposited silicon substrates were taken, respectively,
by an Agilent 4155C semiconductor parameter analyser and an Agilent 4280A C-V
meter.Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 36
Figure 3.7: Room temperature I-V Characteristics of electrodeposited Ni-Si Schottky
Barriers. The doped Si resistivity is 1-2 ­-cm. All curves are from nominally identical
circular contacts with 0.07cm diameter.
3.4 Experimental Results of Electrodeposited Ni-
Si Schottky Barriers
3.4.1 I-V Characteristics Ni-Si Schottky Barriers
Fig. 3.7 shows the dependence of current on applied voltage of the Schottky con-
tacts which were grown on the medium resistivity (1-2 ­-cm) silicon wafer by nickel
electrodeposition. All curves in this graphs are from di®erent but nominally identical
junctions. Table 3.1 lists the key parameters of these Schottky barriers.
Obviously, the Schottky barriers are high quality with low saturation currents,
good barrier heights and low ideality factors. However, the I-V characteristics vary
severely across nominally identical samples and exhibited a deviation from linearity
appearing in the vicinity of 0.3 V at forward bias. The phenomenon of this deviation
can be explained by considering the junction to be inhomogeneous. Such junctions
can be described by two or several Schottky barriers in parallel as described. The
total current is hence the resultant of two currents °owing in parallel:
I = IS1 ¢ e
(V ¡I1¢RS1)¢
q
kT + IS2 ¢ e
(V ¡I2¢RS2)¢
q
´kT (3.15)Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 37
Contact Name Side Area IS Js ©Bn ´ R
(cm) (cm2) (A) (A/cm2) (V) (­)
D31-F1 0.07 4.90£10¡3 5.03 £10¡9 1.03£10¡6 0.77 1.28 112.98
D31-F2 0.07 4.90£10¡3 2.14 £10¡9 4.36£10¡7 0.80 1.14 94.49
D31-F3 0.07 4.90£10¡3 4.91 £10¡9 1.00£10¡6 0.77 1.25 97.16
D31-F4 0.07 4.90£10¡3 1.17 £10¡9 2.38£10¡7 0.81 1.07 100.14
D31-F6 0.07 4.90£10¡3 4.28 £10¡9 8.73£10¡7 0.78 1.33 104.65
Table 3.1: The Parameters of Schottky Barriers' I-V Characteristics. The Schottky
contacts are made on the medium resistivity (1-2 ­-cm) silicon wafer by nickel electro-
deposition. These parameters are calculated from I-V measurements. All samples are
nominally identical squares.
where the ¯rst term is considered to be the current I1 from an ideal Schottky Barrier
and the second term is considered to be the current I2 from a non-ideal channel. The
non-ideal term can be rewritten as
I2 = IS2 ¢ (e
V ¢
q
´kT ¡ e
¡I2¢RS¢
q
´kT ) (3.16)
I2 ¢ e
I2¢RS¢
q
´kT = IS2 ¢ e
V ¢
q
´kT (3.17)
This set of equations can not be solved analytically and a mathematical algorithm
has to be deployed. This algorithm is based upon the Lambert W-function:
f(W) = W ¢ e
W (3.18)
where W is taken equal to
W = I2 ¢ RS ¢
q
´kT
.
Equation 3.17 can hence be written as
W ¢ e
W = (IS ¢ e
V ¢
q
´kT ) ¢ RS ¢
q
´kT
(3.19)
In Matlab, if the value of f(W) is known, the inverse function of Lambert W-
function can be derived. After using the independently derived parameters at reverse
bias and high voltage of the I-V characteristics: ´, Is, Rs, the value of current can
be calculated according to the value of bias voltage. Therefore, the simulations to
¯t the experimental I-V curves were carried out by adjusting 6 variables: RS1, ´1,
IS1, RS2, ´2 and IS2. Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.8 and 3.9 show the simulation resultsChapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 38
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Figure 3.8: Fitting of single nominal identical Ni-Si(1-2 ­¢cm)Schottky Barrier with
the phenomenological model of two parallel Schottky barriers.
which have been achieved by applying a Lambert W-function in Matlab. The results
show that the experimental data can be completely reproduced by only changing the
ideality factors in di®erent contacts while other parameters are ¯xed. So it proves
the in°uences of inhomogeneous junction problem are di®erent among contacts and
that the electrodeposition process is not yet optimised. In subsequent studies in the
next sections we will analyze this problem in more detail and ¯nd ways to avoid to
produce the inhomogeneous Schottky diodes.
Current I Current II
Ideality Saturation Ideality Saturation
Rs1(­) factor ´1 current IS1(nA) Rs2(­) factor ´2 current IS2(nA)
D31-F1 1.85
D31-F2 1.85
D31-F3 6000 1.00 1.912 101.86 1.60 2.0304
D31-F4 1.40
D31-F6 1.30
Table 3.2: The Parameters of Schottky Barriers' I-V Characteristics by simulation.
The Schottky contacts are made on the medium resistivity (1-2 ­-cm) silicon wafer
by nickel electrodeposition. These parameters are achieved from Matlab simulations.Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 39
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Figure 3.9: Fitting of ¯ve nominal identical Ni-Si(1-2 ­¢cm)Schottky Barriers with
the phenomenological model. The black dots represent the original I-V curves from
measurements. The colour lines represent the simulation curves respectively.
3.4.2 C-V Characteristics of Ni-Si Schottky Barriers
Fig. 3.10 shows the dependence of 1=C2 on applied voltage of the Schottky contacts
made on the medium resistivity (1-2 ­-cm) silicon wafer by nickel electrodeposition.
The graph shows the predicted linear behaviour as explained in section 3.2.3. From
the slope and intercept, the various parameters are extracted. For the three samples,
the parameters were scaled by the di®erent contact areas. Table 3.3 lists the doping
concentration of the silicon substrates and the barrier heights of Schottky barriers
from the calculation of C-V curves.
Contact Name Side Area Nd Vn Vi Vdo ©Bn ½
(cm) (cm2) (cm¡3) (V) (V) (V) (V) (­¢cm)
A31-B 0.15 2.25£10¡2 3.20£1015 0.24 0.59 0.62 0.86 1.22
A31-D 0.10 1.00£10¡2 2.79£1015 0.24 0.63 0.65 0.89 1.40
A31-F 0.07 4.90£10¡3 3.35£1015 0.23 0.65 0.68 0.91 1.17
Table 3.3: The Parameters of Schottky Barriers' C-V Characteristics. The Schot-
tky contacts are built in the medium resistivity (1-2 ­-cm) silicon wafer by nickel
electrodeposition. These parameters are calculated from C-V measurements. The
calculation method was described in section 3.2.3.Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 40
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Figure 3.10: Room temperature C-V Characteristics of electrodeposited Ni-Si Schot-
tky Barriers. The doped Si resistivity is 1-2 ­-cm. The cross sections of all contacts
were squares with 0.15cm, 0.10cm and 0.07cm side, respectively.
As explained in equation 3.11, the slope of the C-V curves in ¯g. 3.10 is propor-
tional to the doping concentration in the semiconductor. In the case of the medium
doped silicon wafers the doping concentration n =(3.0 § 0.2) £1015 cm¡3.
To convert to the more common parameter Resistivity ½, one has to realize that ½
is the reciprocal value of the conductivity ¾, de¯ned as the proportionality constant
between electric ¯eld E and current density J:
½ =
E
J
(3.20)
As the resistivity of n-type silicon is determined by electrons solely, ½ can be expressed
as:
½ =
1
qNd¹n
(3.21)
where Nd is the electron concentration and ¹n is the electron mobility. The bulk
mobility of silicon is well known as is shown in Fig. 3.11. At the current dopant
concentration, impurity scattering does not yet play a role in reducing the mobility.
Hence the electron mobility ¹n can be taken as 1600 cm2/V¢s. This is used to arrive
at the resistivity of the silicon substrates of 1:3§0:1 ­¢cm (The corresponding values
of ½ for the three di®erent area contacts are listed in table 3.3). This value is in theChapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 41
Figure 3.11: Mobilities and di®usivity in Si at 300K as a function of impurity con-
centration [24].
range of the speci¯ed nominal doping concentration of 1-2 ­¢cm. This shows that the
fabricated devices and analysis were of a good standard. It also indicates that C-V
measurements is a method for determining doping concentration or resistivity that
can compete with the four-point probe method [24, 25] and Hall e®ect measurements
[26] with respect to accuracy and convenience.
From a comparison of Table 3.1 and Table 3.3, it's clear that the Schottky barrier
values determined by I-V measurements are lower than those which are calculated
from C-V measurements. The di®erence is about 0.1 V. The main reason is the
di®erent e®ects of the spatial distributions of potentials on barrier capacitance and
dc current measurements. The capacitance C is derived from the displacement of
current:
dE
dt
= i!C (3.22)
In other words, the mean electric ¯eld E at the metal/semiconductor interface deter-
mines the width of the space-charge region. The frequency ! from the time periodic
change of the width of the space-charge region determines the capacitance C. Short-
wavelength potential °uctuations at the metal/semiconductor interface are screened
out at the edge of the space-charge region. It results in the capacitance C being
insensitive to potential °uctuations on a length scale of less than the space- charge
width. Hence, capacitances are expected to measure only the mean values ¹ Vd and ¹ ©b.
On the other hand, the dc current I across the interface depends exponentially onChapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 42
©b and thus subtly on the detailed barrier distribution at the interface. Any spatial
variation in the barriers causes the current I to °ow ¯rstly through the barrier min-
ima [27]. This con¯rms the earlier assumption that our Schottky contacts cannot be
considered uniform and that the barrier height shows spatial variations. Up to this
point we have assumed that the contacts can be described by two barriers heights
without giving a justi¯cation of this assumption. In the next section, a more detailed
quantitative analysis of these inhomogeneous Ni-Si contacts is carried out.
3.4.3 Thermionic and Thermionic Field Emission at Ni-Si
Schottky Barriers
In order to further investigate the quality of Ni-Si SBs obtained by electrodepo-
sition, low temperature J-V-T measurements were performed. The range was from
86 K to 320 K with steps of 10 K. The forward bias characteristics are shown in
Fig. 3.12. For clarity, only 7 di®erent temperatures are plotted in this diagram. As
expected from the thermionic emission theory, JS is reduced drastically with reducing
temperature. The reverse leakage current is also reduced following JS (not shown in
Fig. 3.12). Below 190 K the reverse leakage is lower than 1 pA which is the lower
current limit of the measurement setup that has been used.
The saturation current density was extrapolated from the J - V measurements for
di®erent temperatures and the activation energy diagram was acquired as shown in
Fig. 3.13. A temperature independent SB height would result in a straight line on
the activation energy diagram. A ¯t with ÁB = 0.70 V is shown as a solid line in
Fig. 3.13. This line ¯ts only the high temperature experimental results. For lower
temperatures a deviation from a straight line is observed, indicating a temperature
dependent SB height.
Several models for the explanation of the low temperature behaviour of SBs have
been proposed[28]. In the T0 e®ect model[29], the experimental data are ¯tted for
temperatures above 125 K, but no physical origin is known. In the Werner model[27],
an excellent ¯t is obtained through the whole range of the measurements. In this
model, the Schottky barrier height is assumed to be inhomogeneous with a spatial
variation. The area of the junction at a certain barrier height follows a Gaussian dis-Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 43
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Figure 3.12: Low temperature, forward bias J-V characteristics of a circular elec-
trodeposited Ni-Si SB with 0.15 cm diameter.
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Figure 3.13: Activation energy diagram (Arrhenius plot) of the same electrodeposited
Ni-Si contact as in Fig. 3.12. The measurements are ¯tted by using a temperature-
independent SB height thermionic emission model, the T 0 e®ect model and the model
of Werner and Guttler. The analysis of the T0 e®ect model and the model of Werner
and Guttler is contributed by Dr. Michail Kiziroglou.Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 44
tribution, and this model can hence be considered to be an elaborate expansion on the
bimodal barrier height model introduced in the previous section. This model explains
all data in a straightforward way without having to rely-on-physical parameters. The
modeling analysis of the Ni-Si Schottky barriers fabricated by electrodeposition is
described in more detail in our paper, cited as Ref [30], in which we further reduce
the series resistance of the Si wafer by growing n-type Si on n+ type Si.
Theoretically, tunnelling current is considered as the dominant transport mecha-
nism at highly doped Si Schottky barriers[31]. As shown in Fig. 3.14, the J-V-T plots
of Ni-Si contacts are not positive current-temperature coe±cients all along. These
measurements were taken with a temperature step of 10 K. For clarity, only ¯ve
curves are plotted in Fig. 3.14. In the forward bias, a minor increase of J with T is
observed. In the low reverse bias, J also increases with T. However, for temperatures
below 250 K, at around -1 V to -1.5 V a sudden slope increase is observed indicating a
switch of the dominant transport mechanism. For reverse bias larger than -1.5 V, the
temperature coe±cient becomes negative. While Schottky barrier models predict the
decrease of the barrier height with decreasing temperature[32], and the thermionic
¯eld emission theory can, under certain circumstances predict higher currents for
lower temperatures[33], this is the ¯rst experimental observation of negative current-
temperature coe±cient at Schottky barriers. The detailed analysis of thermionic ¯eld
emission at Ni-Si contacts is fully described in our paper[31].
3.5 Experimental Results of other Metal-Si Schot-
tky Barriers
Although, it has been shown that electrodeposited Ni-Si contacts are excellent
Schottky barriers, a number of limitations do exist, which hamper the application
for Spintronic devices as discussed in the next Chapter. Firstly, to achieve mag-
netization reversal in a small magnetic ¯eld, it was necessary to improve uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy. Ni electrodeposition on Si while applying a magnetic ¯eld was
investigated. Secondly, the requirement to have two independently rotating magnetic
materials, meant that another metal-Si contact had to be developed. For this reason,
Co-Si Schottky barriers were also investigated. Thirdly, as discussed before, elec-Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 45
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Figure 3.14: Low temperature J - V characteristics of an electrodeposited Ni-Si con-
tact for highly doped Si. The contact was circular with diameter 1.5 mm. Arrows
indicates decreasing temperature. This ¯gure was plotted by Dr. Michail Kiziroglou.
trodeposition can only be used when the substrate is conducting enough. For the
Vertical Spin Valves introduced in the next chapter this is not the case, and it was
necessary to resort to evaporated junctions. Hence, evaporated Ni-Si, Co-Si Schottky
barriers were also investigated and compared to electrodeposited junctions.
3.5.1 Ni Electrodeposition on Si with Magnetic Bias Field
For magnetoresistance measurements, it is important that a contact can have its
magnetization reversal in a small well de¯ned magnetic ¯eld. This requires uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy, usually magnetization-induced. This plays an important role in
the technical magnetization, and can be controlled in several ways. One method to
create uniaxial anisotropy is inducing it by applying a magnetic ¯eld during deposition
[34]. In this section some results of a series of electrodeposition experiments with a
constant magnetic bias ¯eld are presented. Electrodeposition of Ni ¯lms directly on
non-patterned Si substrates has been achieved through the methods introduced in
section 2.4.3. The purpose of the experiments was to observe how the magnetic bias
¯eld during deposition would a®ect the crystal orientation, surface morphology and
coercivity of the ferromagnetic ¯lm in order to have a uniaxial anisotropy emerging.Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 46
Figure 3.15: Scheme of Helmholtz coils. For a ideal Helmholtz coils, the radius of
coils is equal to the half distance of the two centers of coils.
Helmholtz Coils calibration
Helmholtz coils are employed to yield the magnetic ¯eld for electrodeposition.
Fig 3.15 shows the scheme of Helmholtz coils. The magnetic ¯eld of Helmholtz coils
along the z-axis is expressed as
Bz =
¹0Ia2
2[(d=2 + z)2 + a2]
3=2 +
¹0Ia2
2[(d=2 ¡ z)2 + a2]
3=2 (3.23)
where ¹0 is magnetic permeability, and equal to 1.26£10¡6 T¢m/A. For ideal Helmholtz
coils,
a =
d
2
.
The magnetic ¯eld of the center on the z-axis (z=0) is now simpli¯ed as
Bz =
8¹0 ¢ I
53=2 ¢ a
(3.24)
Since the Helmholtz coils consists of two symmetrically parallel, coaxial circular loops,
its characteristic is that the magnetic ¯eld of the center point is highly uniform [35]
if each coil carries an equal electrical current °owing in the same direction. For a
Helmholtz coils with N turns, the total magnetic ¯eld along the z-axis is proportional
to the number of turns. Because the coils used in the experiment did not have a data
sheet, the calibration was necessary before being able to use them in electrodeposition
experiments. The relation of current and magnetic intensity were measured by a Hall
probe, and experimental result is shown in Fig. 3.16. The H-I rate is 214.5 mT/AChapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 47
Figure 3.16: The H-I characteristics of Helmholtz coils by magnetic experiment.
These coils yield the magnetic ¯eld for the electrodeposition experiment.
while the theoretical value according to Eq. 3.24 is 110 mT/A. There are two reason
to cause the H-I relation not to be identical between the experimental value and
theoretical value. Firstly, the number of turns is not an accurate value from a data
sheet but an estimated value, as the details of the packing method are unknown.
Secondly, these coils are not ideal Helmholtz coils because the radius of coil 'a' is
not exactly equal to the half distance of two coil centres 'd'. So in the following
experiments, the experimental values of magnetic ¯eld are used. Experimental
results
Other than applying a magnetic ¯eld, the experiment setup of Ni electrodeposition
on Si is similar to the experiment described in Chapter 2. All the samples have an
electrochemical pretreatment consisting of a -1.9 V pulse voltage for 0.2 second to
improve nucleation. The electrodeposit voltage is -1.3 V and the experiments are
stopped when the monitoring PC shows the electrodeposition charge reached 1.17 C.
This charge is calculated to get 300 nm thickness ¯lm in a 1 cm2 area deposit window.
The directions are parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the sample. Table 3.4
lists the parameters of electrodeposition in the case of zero and 75 mT magnetic ¯eld.
Scan Electron Microscope (SEM) MeasurementsChapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 48
Deposition Charge Current Coils Magnetic Field
Time (sec) (C) (mA) Current (A) Field (mT) Direction
206.2 1.17 -5.56 0 0 -
238.2 1.17 -4.85 0.35 75 Perpendicular
172.2 1.18 -6.83 0.35 75 Parallel
Table 3.4: The parameters of electrodeposition applied the magnetic ¯eld.
500nm 500nm
500nm 500nm
Figure 3.17: SEM micrographs of Ni ¯lms electrodeposited on Si under a magnetic
¯eld. Top-left: without magnetic ¯eld; Top-right:with a 75mT parallel magnetic ¯eld;
Down-left:with a 75mT perpendicular magnetic ¯eld; Down-right:without a magnetic
¯eld.
SEM is used to observe the surface morphology. Fig 3.17 shows four samples
deposited under 0 mT parallel, 75 mT parallel, 75 mT perpendicular and 0 mT
perpendicular magnetic ¯eld respectively at 500 nm scale. The surfaces of parallel
samples appear to have some small voids while the perpendicular samples have a
continuous surface. However, this di®erence can not deduce any conclusion about
the in°uence from the magnetic ¯eld because the two non-magnetic ¯lms were not
identical. X-ray Di®raction Measurements
X-ray di®raction is a technique in crystallography, in which the pattern produced
by the di®raction of x-rays through the closely spaced lattice of atoms in a crystalChapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 49
Si hkl 111 200 220 311 400
2µ 28.4 33.1 47.3 56.0 69.1
Ni hkl 111 200 220 311 222 331 420
2µ 44.5 51.8 76.3 92.9 98.4 144.6 155.7
Table 3.5: The 2µ corresponding to crystal orientation of nickel and silicon.
is recorded and then analyzed to reveal the nature of the lattice. According to this
principle of X-ray di®raction, the value of 2µ corresponding to crystal orientations of
nickel and silicon can be read in table 3.5. Fig 3.18 shows a silicon < 400 > peak, in
the agreement with the orientation of the silicon wafer which is < 100 >. For a normal
coupled 2µ scan, a symmetrical geometry is maintained such that the sample surface
makes the same angle with respect to the incident and re°ecting beams. Therefore,
the di®raction from the single crystal substrate can only originate from the crystalline
planes parallel to the sample surface [36]. In particular, for a < 100 > oriented
silicon wafer examined with Cu K radiation, the only di®raction peak expected is
< 400 > re°ection because other < x00 > re°ections are forbidden due to their
vanishing structure factors [37]. So the result validates that the x-ray di®raction
measurements are correct. From Fig. 3.19, the e®ect of the Ni ¯lm electrodeposited
without and with a constant magnetic bias ¯eld is rather ambigious. The ¯lm with a
75 mT perpendicular bias ¯eld, the re°ection peak of (111) shows stronger preferred
orientation than that of (200). However, neither of the ¯lms has perfect alignment
along a direction.
Magnetic Measurements
Magnetic measurements on the samples prepared in a magnetic ¯eld were carried
out to observe the coercivity. Due to the ECS ¯re, only the sample deposited in a
parallelled 75 mT magnetic ¯eld applied was measured in-plane through three di®er-
ent directions, transversal, longitudinal and 45 degree angles, relative to the direction
of the applied magnetic ¯lm during electrodeposition. Fig. 3.20 shows the hystere-
sis loops of the sample under those di®erent directions. There was not a signi¯cant
change of the coercivity in this parallel magnetic ¯eld case. The correlation between
electrodeposition potential and physical and magnetic properties is further described
in our paper [38].Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 50
Figure 3.18: X-ray di®raction measurements of Si< 400 > crystal orientation.
Figure 3.19: X-ray di®raction measurements of Ni crystal orientation.Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 51
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Figure 3.20: Hysteresis loop of the Ni ¯lm electrodeposited on Si under a magnetic
¯eld.
3.5.2 Electrodeposited Co-Si Schottky Barriers
As mentioned in section 2.4.4, Co electrodeposition requires the chronoamperome-
try method. Fig. 3.21 shows a comparison between room temperature J-V character-
istics of electrodeposited Ni-Si and Co-Si Schottky barriers with the same Si doping
level and same contact size. Table 3.6 outlines the extrapolated parameters of Co-
Si and Ni-Si Schottky barriers. Though the optimization of Co electrodeposition is
more di±cult than Ni, the rectifying behaviours of Co-Si Schottky barriers on Si(1»2
­ ¢ cm)are even better than Ni-Si Schottky barriers with higher barrier height, lower
saturation current density and lower ideality factor.
Low temperature J - V characteristics of an electrodeposited Co-Si Schottky Bar-
riers is investigated by Fig. 3.22. It shows a series of J-V-T plots of a 1.5 mm diameter
Co contact on 1-2 ­¢cm Si. These measurements were taken with a temperature step
of 10 K. For clarity, only six curves are plotted in Fig. 3.22. This is the same as
Ni, in the forward bias, a minor decrease of J as T decreases is observed, while in
the reverse bias, J increases as T reduces totally. No transition stage is observed in
the lower reverse bias. Hence there is a negative current-temperature coe±cient at
reverse bias and a positive current-temperature coe±cient at forward bias.Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 52
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Figure 3.21: Comparison between room temperature J-V characteristics of electrode-
posited Ni-Si and Co-Si Schottky barriers. The doped Si resistivity is 1 »2 ­ ¢ cm.
The cross section of all contacts was 400¹m diameter.
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Figure 3.22: Low temperature J - V characteristics of an electrodeposited Co-Si
contact for highly doped Si. The contact had a diameter of 1.5 mm.Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 53
Contact Method Pulse Deposition Js ©Bn ´ R
Name Pretreatment condition (A/cm2) (V) (­)
Ni Potentiometry -1.7V, 0.4sec -1.1V 1.57£10¡6 0.76 1.42 100
1-2 ­¢cm
Co Amperometry -10mA, 0.4sec -4.5mA 2.00£10¡7 0.82 1.12 114
1-2 ­¢cm
Table 3.6: The Parameters of Ni/Co-Si Schottky Barriers' J-V Characteristics. The
doped Si resistivity is 1»2 ­¢cm. The cross section of contacts was 400¹m diameter.
Contact Name Side Area IS Js ©Bn ´ R
(cm) (cm2) (A) (A/cm2) (V) (­)
A5-B 0.15 2.25£10¡2 4.33 £10¡5 1.92£10¡3 0.58 1.39 38.72
A5-D 0.10 1.00£10¡2 1.58 £10¡5 1.58£10¡3 0.58 1.26 43.48
A5-F 0.07 4.90£10¡3 6.64 £10¡6 1.35£10¡3 0.59 1.18 47.96
Table 3.7: The Parameters of Schottky Barriers' I-V Characteristics. Contacts A5-
B,D,F are made on the medium resistivity (1-2 ­-cm) silicon wafer by nickel evapo-
ration. These parameters are calculated from I-V measurements.
3.5.3 Evaporated ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers
To compare between electrodeposition samples and evaporation ones, the I-V
curves of evaporation samples are modi¯ed by eliminating the e®ect from series re-
sistance. The former I-V relation is
I = IS ¢ e
(V ¡I¢RS)¢
q
´kT (3.25)
The modi¯ed I-V relation is
I ¢ e
IRS)¢
q
´kT = IS ¢ e
V ¢
q
´kT (3.26)
Fig. 3.23 shows the original I-V curves from measurement and the modi¯ed I-V curves
from modeling. It is clear that elimination of the e®ect from series resistance can
improve the ideality factors of I-V characteristics.
Compared with table 3.1 and 3.7, it indicates evaporation samples lose some
rectifying characteristics due to the decreasing saturation current density (about 10¡5
A/cm2), decreasing barrier heights (about 0.60 V) and increasing ideality factors
(about 1.20).
The reverse currents of Co-Si and Ni-Si both increase approximately 100 times
from electroposition samples to evaporation samples, as shown in Fig. 3.24.Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 54
Figure 3.23: I-V Characteristics of Schottky Barriers made on the medium resistivity
(1-2 ­-cm) silicon wafer by nickel evaporation. The curves are from I-V measurements
at room temperature.
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Figure 3.24: Comparison between I-V Characteristics of Schottky Barriers fabricated
by Electrodeposition and Evaporation. These SBs are made on a 1-2 ­-cm silicon
wafer by Ni and Co. The contact had a diameter of 0.7 mm.The curves are from I-V
measurements at room temperature.Chapter 3: Ferromagnet-Si Schottky Barriers 55
3.6 Conclusions
The principle of Schottky barriers in the beginning of this chapter outlines the
fundamental electrical characteristics of metal-semiconductor contact. The exper-
imental results, which includes I-V characteristics of Ni-Si Schottky barriers, C-V
characteristics of Ni-Si Schottky barriers and thermionic and thermionic ¯eld emis-
sion at Ni-Si Schottky barriers, presented and discussed in this chapter reveal that
electrodeposited Ni-Si Schottky barriers have excellent rectifying characteristics. For
further application in Spintronic devices, three other fabrication methods of Schottky
barrier on Si are developed. Firstly, Ni is electrodeposited on Si with a magnetic
¯eld to improve uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. No clear progress is achieved. Sec-
ondly, Co is electrodeposited on Si to realize the independent magnetic switchings in
the future Spintronics device. Electrodeposited Co-Si Schottky barriers have better
rectifying characteristics than Ni-Si SBs, though these properties are harder to repro-
duce. Thirdly, due to the weak conductivity of the vertical spin valves, introduced in
the next chapter, evaporated Ni-Si, Co-Si Schottky barriers are investigated. Though
there is some loss of recti¯cation, these two types of SBs are still promising in vertical
spin valve structures.Chapter 4
Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves
and Transistors
4.1 Introduction
Spintronics or magneto-electronics is the area of research in which magnetic ¯elds
in°uence the electrical properties of a circuit. In this new discipline, one of the
key challenges is spin injection from a magnetic metal into a semiconductor, which
requires spin conservation during the transport of electrons. It is particularly in-
teresting because it allows the integration of magnetic devices with microelectron-
ics. The conductivity mismatch problem has been shown to prevent ohmic contacts
from being used for spin injection [39]. Instead, Schottky barriers and Ferromag-
net/Insulator/Semiconductor contacts have been proposed. Though the forward bias
current caused by thermionic emission over a Schottky barrier is concluded to be un-
suitable for spin injection and detection, because the electron transmission occurs at
energies well above the Fermi level, while the reverse bias tunnelling currents could
potentially be used for spin injection and detection [40]. The step toward both lateral
and vertical spin valves are reported in this chapter, but due to the ¯re that destroyed
the entire clean room, it has not been possible to progress as far on this subject as
was hoped.
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4.2 Spintronics
4.2.1 Magnetoresistance
In spintronics, the unique concept relating electronics and magnetism is magne-
toresistance, the change in resistance of a material upon application of a magnetic
¯eld. The direct e®ect, called Lorentz magnetoresistance is related to the Lorentz
force and is generally not considered as part of spintronics. However, various e®ects
exist which relate the magnetic orientation of a material to its resistance, such as
anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR)[41], giant magnetoresistance (GMR)[42, 43],
the large magnetoresistance in ferromagnetic thin ¯lm tunnel junctions (TMR)[44]
and the domain wall magnetoresistance (DW-MR)[45]. These four types of mag-
netoresistances suggest semiconductor spintronics could °ourish in two main orien-
tations: passive integration (in which the semiconductor has only charge related
functionality) and active integration (in which spin e®ects in the semiconductor are
explored). The main passive integration application is MRAM. In active integra-
tion applications, several new types of spin transistors are being investigated, such
as the Johnson transistor, the spin-valve transistor (SVT, hot electron transistor or
Monsma transistor)[4], the magnetic tunneling transistor (MTT)[46], the Spin FET
(Datta-Das transistor)[47] and the SPICE transistor. In addition, various magnetic
semiconductors such as diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) are also studied, but
this falls outside the scope of this thesis.
The magnetoresistance is the property of some materials to lose or gain electrical
resistance when an external magnetic ¯eld is applied to them [48]. This is expressed
as
MR =
RM ¡ R0
R0
(4.1)
where RM is the resistance with the applied magnetic ¯eld and R0 is the resistance
without an applied magnetic ¯eld.
Anisotropic Magnetoresistance (AMR) was ¯rst discovered by William Thom-
son ( Lord Kelvin) in 1857. Anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) can be considered
as a material property leading to an increase of electrical resistance when a magnetic
¯eld is applied parallel to the current. As a result of bulk scattering of conduc-
tion electrons by spin-orbit coupling, the AMR decreases with the thickness of theChapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 58
Figure 4.1: Simpli¯ed illustration of GMR e®ect using layout and 'resistor model'
[49].
ferromagnetic ¯lm. The expression for AMR is
½ = ½? + 4½cos
2 µ (4.2)
where ¢½=½k-½?;µ is the angle between the vectors of magnetization M and current.
The maximum value of AMR which has been achieved is about 7% using nickel, iron
or cobalt alloys at room temperature [41].
Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR) was observed independently by Fert and
Grunberg et al. [42, 43] in 1988, and these two scientists have recently been awarded
the Nobel Prize for Physics for this discovery. GMR takes place in a structure of a
thin layer of paramagnetic(PM) material sandwiched between two ferromagnetic(FM)
electrodes, with the parallel magnetic moment con¯guration corresponding to a low
electrical resistance while the antiparallel state causes a high resistance as illustrated
in Fig. 4.1 [49]. In the 'resistor model', the two parallel paths represent the respective
spin channels and the resistors in each path represent the resistances which they
experience in each of the layers. So it is easy to understand that the resistance
of antiparallel state is much higher than that of parallel state. Compared with the
anisotropic magnetoresistance, the giant magnetoresistance is much higher and values
up to 40% can be reached.
Tunneling Magnetoresistance (TMR) was discovered by Julliere et al. in
1975, but large values of TMR were only achieved in 1995 by Moodera et al. in 1995Chapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 59
[44]. TMR is found in the structure of a thin insulator separated by two ferromagnets
(FM/I/FM). The spin-polarized tunneling current depends on the relative orienta-
tion of magnetization M of the ferromagnetic electrodes. Magnetic-tunnel junctions
(MTJ) are two-terminal spintronic devices whose magnetic resistance change is rep-
resented as TMR. To obtain a reasonable current, the thickness of tunnel barrier
must be of the order of a nanometer and the quality of it is also very important. At
present, the maximum TMR values that have been achieved are about 220% at room
temperature and approx 300% at low temperatures with highly oriented (100) MgO
tunnel barriers and CoFe electrodes [50].
Domain wall magnetoresistance (DW-MR) is a new type of magnetoresis-
tance e®ect, discovered around 1996, which is caused by spin dependent electron
scattering at the domain walls in a homogeneous magnetic system. The applied mag-
netic ¯eld moves the domain walls causing the resistance of the system to change. As
Fig. 4.2 shown, the magnetic geometry of the ferromagnetic domain wall is similar to
that of the GMR case. The presence of a domain wall corresponds to antiferromagnet-
ically aligned layers. The absence of domain walls corresponds to ferromagnetically
aligned layers [45, 51].
Figure 4.2: Schematic illustration of the similarity between the magnetic geometry
of a GMR trilayer and a ferromagnetic domain wall. (a) The relationship between
an antiferromagnetically aligned trilayer and the presence of a domain wall. (b) The
trilayer in its ferromagnetically aligned state, which corresponds to the absence of the
domain wall in the ferromagnet [52].
4.2.2 Spin Injection
The essential requirement for realizing a spin transistor is the injection of a spin
polarized current from a ferromagnetic material into a semiconductor[39, 53]. Al-Chapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 60
though spin injection is the key of the future development of spintronics, the process
is not very straightforward. The main obstacle is the conductivity mismatch problem
for electrical spin injection from a ferromagnet to a semiconductor ohmic contacts.
The spin dependent resistance of a length of ferromagnet equal to its spin °ip length
is very much lower than the spin independent resistance of the semiconductor up to
its spin di®usion length. Once the spin polarized current is injected at the interface
between ferromagnet and semiconductor, the spin-up and spin-down currents lose
their polarization due to the same resistance. Therefore, if a certain current polar-
ization survives in the semiconductor, it requires a potential di®erence between the
two spin channels, which causes di®erent current densities (of the order of ¹A) in the
channels. However, in order to obtain the same potential di®erence at the interface
as in the metal, a very high current density (of the order of mA) in the ferromagnet
is required. Taking current conservation into account this cannot happen since the
same currents °ow through both ferromagnet and semiconductor[54].
The idea to solve the conductivity mismatch problem is to insert a resistance in one
of the spin channels of the ferromagnet-semiconductor, whose value equals the di®er-
ence in resistance between spin-up and spin-down channels. This resistance makes up
the required potential di®erence at the interface between the two channels, resulting
in the match of the potentials for both sides. Nowadays, there are three main practical
methods to solve the conductivity mismatch problem: dilute magnetic semiconduc-
tors, tunnel contacts (ferromagnet-insulator-semiconductor) and Schottky contacts
(ferromagnet-semiconductor). In this work, Schottky contacts were used to realize
spin injection from ferromagnet to silicon directly. When the barriers are applied in
reverse bias, the current transport is dominated by thermionic ¯eld emission. The
carriers tunnel through the barriers near the Fermi energy and the density of states
in the ferromagnet leads to a possibility of spin dependent tunneling. Bratkovsky et
al. [55] showed theoretically that spin injection would be signi¯cantly enhanced by
increasing the doping level of the semiconductor. The higher doped semiconductor
interface results in a thinner depletion region, increasing the current at the fermi-level.Chapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 61
4.2.3 Spin Transistors
As a potentially important application of active (semiconductor) spintronics, var-
ious spin transistors are developed. Depending on the applied materials, spin tran-
sistors can be divided into all metal transistors such as the Johnson transistor, and
hybrid spin transistors such as the Monsma transistor. Depending on the working
principles, spin transistors can be divided into spin bipolar transistors such as mag-
netic tunneling transistors, and spin ¯eld-e®ect transistors such as the Datta-Das
transistor. The following section will describe speci¯c transistors in detail.
Datta-Das Transistor In 1990, Datta and Das [47] ¯rst proposed a spin transis-
tor concept, a so called Spin FET (Datta-Das Transistor). The construction is very
similar to that of a conventional FET, except that the source and drain electrodes of
the spin FET are made from FM metals. The semiconductor channel is subject to a
transverse electric ¯eld whose magnitude may be tuned by applying a gate voltage.
Through spin-orbit coupling this electric ¯eld gives rise to an e®ective magnetic ¯eld
(Rashba e®ect) around which the carriers precess. The Spin FET is expected to be-
have like a normal FET with the additional feature that the di®erential magnetization
of its electrodes (and hence its electrical characteristics) are sensitive to an externally
applied magnetic ¯eld. The principle of this feature is described as spin-polarized
carriers leaving the source with their spins parallel to the source magnetization and
precess in transit through the channel. If the drain magnetization is parallel to that
of the source and the carriers perform an integral number N of precessions in transit,
then the device conductance is high. However, slight modi¯cation to the gate voltage
changes the precession rate and if the spins now execute N + 1
2 precessions in transit,
the device conductance is minimized. Although the spin FET is a model and not a
realized device at present, much groundwork has already been done. Besides the low
voltage and low power supply, the switching speed of a spin FET is very fast because
it has no minority carriers and hence no charging e®ects[49].
Johnson Transistor is a three-terminal GMR device created by Johnson in 1993
[56, 57, 58]. This spin transistor is the natural progression from the two-terminal
GMR device by placing a third contact attached to the intermediate PM base layer
as shown in Fig. 4.3. When a current is pumped around the emitter-base circuit to
cause a spin accumulation in the base layer, the collector is °oated and monitors theChapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 62
potential. The °oating potential of the collector depends on whether its magnetic
moment is parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetization of the polarizing emitter
electrode which causes the spin accumulation. The collector is sampling the electro-
chemical potential of the appropriate spin type in the base. Though the electrical
characteristics of this purely Ohmic device are magnetically tuneable, its operation
only generates a very small voltage output change and no power gain due to its
all-metal construction [59].
Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of Johnson transistor [49].
The spin-polarized-injection current emitter (SPICE) transistor [49] is
a spin bipolar transistor. The fundamental block of the SPICE transistor is made up
of a spin-polarized injection current emitter, a semiconductor base in which a non-
equilibrium spin-polarized carrier distribution is established, and a spin-dependent
collector assembly as shown in Fig. 4.4(a). In the SPICE design the non-equilibrium
status of the base manifests itself as an excess carrier density and also in the form of a
spin accumulation. A good choice of spin-dependent collector assembly to harvest the
non-equilibrium spins in the base is essential to provide a large power gain with high
magnetic sensitivity and minimize the admittance between base and collector. A good
quality of collector for the SPICE design is an inverted tunnel spin injector, which is
heavily back biased so as to collect the non-equilibrium base carriers. Fig. 4.4 shows
the cross section of the SPICE transistor fabricated by Gregg et al. in Southampton
[49]. The current gain is considerably larger than for the SVT, but still only 1.02.
Therefore the design of the SPICE transistor should be improved further.Chapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 63
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Figure 4.4: SPICE transistor.(a) The simulation schematic diagram. (b) The practical
realization, fabricated at the University of Southampton [49].
Spin Valve Transistor is a FM-PM-FM structure, which is also called the Mon-
sma Transistor, or hot electron transistor, as discovered in 1995 [4]. Unique to this
transistor, the spin-valve transistor depends on hot electrons to transmit charges.
The reason that the negative charge carriers are called hot electrons is the fact that
they are not Fermi electrons but electrons with excess energy. The spin-dependent
transport consists of these non-equilibrium electrons. It should be noticed that a
remarkable characteristic of SVT is that the magnetic state of the base controls the
current of the collector through spin-dependent scattering [60].
The spin-valve transistor, a three-terminal device, similar to a bipolar junction
transistor (BJT), has an emitter-base-collector frame. As ¯g. 4.5. shows, the emitter
and the collector are made from semiconductor materials, but the particular base is
metallic and consists of spin-valve multilayers. This leads the hot electrons to trans-
port perpendicularly in ultra short time with a low base resistance. Such multilayers
should be made up of magnetic layers and a normal metal layer, and di®erent type
layers should be interleaved. At the rear of the emitter and the collector, ohmic
contacts are deposited.
To understand the feature of spin-valve transistors, the concept of magnetocurrentChapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 64
Figure 4.5: The spin-valve transistor: a) Schematic cross section [4]. b) Energy
diagrams [49].
(MC) is introduced. This is de¯ned as the change in collector current normalized to
the minimum value:
MC =
IP
C ¡ IAP
C
IAP
C
(4.3)
where P and AP refer to the parallel and anti-parallel magnetic state of the base
spin valve, respectively. From the ¯rst spin-valve transistor to the most recent device,
the magnetocurrent changed from 215% in 500 Oe applied magnetic ¯eld to 400% in
a few Oe magnetic ¯eld [4, 61, 62]. However, the in-plane magnetoresistance was
only 3%. These measurements have been done at 77 K, but good room temperature
operations exist as well. The biggest disadvantage of the SVT is the very low output
current and gain.
Monsma et al. used a direct bonding technique to build up Schottky barriers
and adhere spontaneously the multilayers. As Figure 4.6 shows, in ultrahigh vacuum
cavity, the emitter and collector are alternated to sputter with the partial layers of
the base while the other one is prevented by a shutter. Later a metal-metal bond
connects the base. Obviously, the quality, strength, reliability and topography of this
metal bond decide the base's material selection. Gold and titanium gives the best
metal bonds[63, 64, 65].
Magnetic tunneling transistor (MTT) is derived from the spin-valve transis-
tor and also referred to as a tunnel SVT. In 1997, the ¯rst MTT was fabricated by
Mizushima et al. [46, 66]. There are two di®erent variations of MTTs. One type hasChapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 65
Figure 4.6: Concept of vacuum metal bonding, in which two Si wafers are joined
together using freshly evaporated metal as a bond [63].
a thin insulating layer to separate the metal base from a non-magnetic metal emit-
ter electrode. When a voltage is applied across the tunnel barrier between emitter,
unpolarized electrons are injected by tunneling into the metal base. The other type
has not only a tunnel barrier but also a magnetic emitter electrode. So the injected
hot electrons are spin polarized as they enter the base. Fig. 4.7 shows the energy
diagrams of these two variations of MTTs.
Although the emitter part is the only di®erence between MTTs and SVTs, these
two types of transistors still have some di®erent properties:
² SVT requires a vacuum metal bonding while MTT's emitter and base can be
deposited onto the semiconductor collector in vacuum directly.
² In MTT, the energy of the injected hot electrons is given by the voltage across
the tunnel barrier while in SVT, the hot electrons are across the Schottky
barrier.
² MTT with a ferromagnetic emitter has only a single magnetic layer in the base,
as opposed to a multilayer magnetic metal and no magnetic spacer for SVT.Chapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 66
Figure 4.7: Energy diagrams of the MTT with (a) a non-magnetic tunnel injector
and (b) a ferromagnetic tunnel injector to generate the hot-electron current. eVb is
the Schottky barrier height [66, 63].
4.2.4 Recent Progress in Spin Injection and Detection ex-
periments
Recently, Lou et al.[67] achieved electrical detection of spin transport in lateral
ferromagnet-GaAs< 011 > devices and Berend et al. [68, 69] succeeded to demon-
strate electrical spin-injection into silicon. These two groups both used a ferromagnet
tunnel barrier contact to solve the conductivity mismatch problem. However, these
lateral spin transport structures based on Si adopted a nonlocal detection technique,
which bene¯ts from excluding any spurious contributions from anisotropic magne-
toresistance or local Hall e®ects on spin currents. However, electrical spin injection
and detection in semiconductors for practical applications needs to take place locally.
This requires additional stringent conditions such as large tunnel spin polarization
(for a tunneling contact) and a proper resistance-area (RA) product[70].
Besides tunneling contacts, some researchers suggested Schottky contacts used
as spin ¯lters may be another solution. Bratkovsky et al. [55] had shown by a
theoretical model that spin injection could be remarkably increased by introducing a
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is biased in the reverse direction and the transport is dominated by ¯eld emission,
the carriers tunnel through the barrier at the Fermi energy. The density of states
in the ferromagnet leads to a spin dependent tunneling probability. The use of a
thin, highly doped surface region in the Schottky barrier, which reduces the depletion
width as well as the e®ective barrier height, is supposed to enhance the probability
for tunneling.
4.3 Experimental Results of Vertical Spin Valves
A vertical spin transport structure of Ni/Si/Co junctions was investigated as il-
lustrated in Fig. 4.8. It uses Co/Si and Ni/Si Schottky contacts as the spin injec-
tion and detection electrodes. The structure also bene¯ts from increased control
over vertical scaleability of Si enhancing the potential spin transfer between the two
electrodes. This structure was fabricated on Si membranes using a combination of
standard lithography, oxidation, implant and KOH anisotropic etching, at the Na-
tional Microelectronics Research Centre (NMRC), Cork. As discussed in Chapter 3,
the rectifying behaviour of SBs fabricated by electrodeposition is better than which
fabricated by evaporation. However, a smooth and continuous metal ¯lm electrode-
posited on semiconductor needs to enough high conductivity of substrate. In the Si
membrane structure, only the membrane areas are high doped. So that due to the lack
of conductivity of Si substrate, the Ni ¯lm by electrodeposition was not a continuous
¯lm, as shown in Fig. 4.9(a). A smooth and continuous metal ¯lm by evaporation
(An example is shown in Fig. 4.9(b).) had to replace it. Finally, metallization of 87
nm Ni and 50 nm Co was performed by e-beam evaporation. The nominal thickness
of the membrane is 250 nm and the active Si membrane is separated from the Si
handle layer by 400 nm of SiO2.
Typical J-V characteristics of the Ni/Si/Co device measured at 300K for various
Si doping density (Nd) were presented in ¯g. 4.10. At positive biases, J is dominated
by the reverse bias current of the Co/Si junction, whereas, at negative biases, J is
limited by the reverse current of the Ni/Si junction. J increases with increasing bias
voltages, which is attributed to the contribution from the thermionic ¯eld emission
in the respective Schottky junctions. This was con¯rmed by ¯tting the experimentalChapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 68
Figure 4.8: Si spin injection and detection device utilizing tunneling through elec-
trodeposited Ni-Si contacts. The two ferromagnetic layers are asymmetrically de-
signed to switch under di®erent external magnetic ¯elds.
(b) (a)
Figure 4.9: Micrographs of metal thin ¯lms on Si membranes. (a) 200nm Ni ¯lm
by electrodeposition, taken by SEM microscope. (b) 50 nm Co ¯lm by evaporation,
taken by Optical microscope.Chapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 69
curves with the theoretical curves obtained by numerical simulation tool Sentaurus
Device. This uses nonlocal tunnelling models for electrons. Here Ni/Si and Co/Si
Schottky barrier heights of 0.70 eV and 0.64 eV have been used.
Magnetoresistance (MR) measurements were performed on the devices using a
sense current corresponding to the respective device currents at §0.2 V. However
no MR signal was observed for any of the devices. Fig. 4.11 shows a typical MR
measurement results. Applied 1 nA current to the 20¹m£20¹m square junction with
Ni(87nm)/Si(250nm)/Co(50nm) structure, where silicon doping density is 4£1019cm¡3,
the magnetic ¯eld was scanned from 500 mT to -500 mT with 10 mT step, then did a
reverse scan as well. There are some jumps in the curves. However, these jumps are
not reproducible. The reasonable understanding of these jumps is that it was caused
by the current drift during the measurements. The reason why no MR signal was
detected could be the lack of a di®erential switching behavior of the two FMs, which
could not be readily veri¯ed in this experiment. More importantly, the RA products
at §0.2V obtained for all three Si doping densities are much higher than that required
for a spin injection- extraction condition exhibiting a high MR (Fig. 4.12). However,
our experiments show that an electrically well functioning back to back diode can
be fabricated using the membrane technique and further experiments can build upon
these results. In particular, one way of adjusting the RA product is the growth of a
very thin highly n- doped (±) Ge between the FM and n-Si that would increase the
electron tunnelling transparency at the injection and extraction interfaces[55]. By
numerical simulations we ¯nd that by incorporating a 2 nm Ge layer of 1£1020cm¡3
doping density at the Ni/Si and Co/Si interfaces, the RA values at §0.2V decrease
to the theoretical range for high MR as shown in Fig. 4.12.
4.4 Experimental Results of Lateral Spin Valves
4.4.1 Introduction
As discussed before, a lateral spin valve and spin transistor are virtually identical
in structure to a Schottky Barrier MOSFET. In this section, we investigate Ni-Ge and
NiGe-Ge contacts for Schottky barrier MOSFET's and hence for SB in Transistors
as well. Ge channel MOSFETs are considered as promising devices for future high-Chapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 70
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Figure 4.10: J-V characteristics (symbols) of the fabricated Ni-Si-Co spin injection-
extraction device for various doping densities. The dot lines refer to the J-V curves
modelled by the Sentaurus Device simulator tool. The modelling was done by Muham-
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Figure 4.11: Magnetoresistance measurements of 20 ¹m£20¹m square junction with
Ni(87nm)/Si(250nm)/Co(50nm) structure. The silicon doping density is 4£1019cm¡3.
The magnetic ¯eld is scanned from 500 mT to -500 mT with 10 mT step. The applied
current is 1 nA.Chapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 71
Figure 4.12: RA products of the fabricated Ni-Si-Co device and the simulated Ni/±-
Ge/Si/±-Ge/Co device as a function of Si doping density for applied biases of § 0.2
V. The calculated MR of a Si spin transistor as a function of the contact RA and Si
doping is adopted from ref.[71], where the colour legend shows the value of normalized
MR.
speed CMOS technology as they o®er high carrier mobilities suitable for a large drive
current. Schottky barrier (SB) source/drain MOSFETs overcome the problems faced
by the conventional transistor scaling caused by the stringent conditions required for
doping with low series resistance [72, 73]. The Ge based SB p-MOSFETs, however,
su®er from increased leakage currents due to its narrow bandgap and low Schottky
barrier height [74]. In this work, we show that electrodeposited Ni-Ge and NiGe-Ge
Schottky diodes on highly doped Ge exhibit near ideal Schottky barrier behavior with
low o® current.
4.4.2 Schottky barrier characteristics
Fig. 4.13 shows J-V characteristics of electrodeposited Ni-Ge SBs for the three
di®erent resistivity Ge substrates (½1=2-2.4 ­-cm, ½2=0.13-0.15 ­-cm and ½3=0.005-
0.02 ­-cm) and of nominal 10 ¹m square contact area.
A high-quality rectifying behaviour is observed for the SBs. For the highly resistive
(½1) Ge, excellent SBs are achieved with very low reverse bias current, being 5 orders
of magnitude smaller than the forward bias current at 1V bias. Tunnelling e®ects ofChapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 72
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Figure 4.13: J-V characteristics of the Ni/Ge Schottky diodes (10 ¹m square contact)
as a function of Ge resistivities (½1=2-2.4 ­-cm, ½2=0.13-0.15 ­-cm and ½3=0.005-
0.02 ­-cm).
this SB are negligible in the reverse bias. SBs on the medium resistive (½2) Ge showed
similar rectifying behaviour with a little tunneling current in the reverse bias. Only on
the low resistive substrate (½3), Ni/Ge SB showed increased tunnelling e®ects in the
reverse bias. However, even these Ni/Ge diodes on lowly resistive Ge showed excellent
rectifying behavior with the reverse bias current of the diodes. The current on the the
low resistive substrate (½3) substrate was still 5 orders of magnitude smaller than the
forward bias current. All currents can be explained by standard thermionic emission,
and additionally, by thermionic ¯eld emission theory for the reverse bias. This is
a signi¯cant improvement over similar work done in literature [75] where Schottky
diodes grown by evaporation technique exhibited recti¯cation of only 2-3 orders of
magnitute even on highly resistive Ge substrates. Breakdown of the diodes was not
observed up to -3V bias indicating that edge e®ects are suppressed as explained in
our previous work [31].
Same as the extrapolation method mentioned in section 3.2.2, from the J-V curves
in Fig. 4.13 the Ni/Ge Schottky electron barrier height (Án), ideality factor (´) and
series resistance (Rs) can be extracted assuming the thermionic emission model in
the forward bias[76]. The calculated Schottky barrier parameters are presented in
Table 4.1 for all types of substrates. For these calculations Richardson constant (A¤)
of 50 A cm¡2 K¡2 was used[77]. It is seen from Table 4.1 that the Schottky barrier
heights are virtually constant for the Ge substrates of various resistivities. The lowChapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 73
Table 4.1: Comparison of the parameters extracted from J-V and C-V characteristics
of the Ni/Ge Schottky diodes.
Resistivity Label ½1 ½2 ½3
´ 1.12 1.04 1.09
Rs (­) 30.77 16.05 11.72
Án(V) 0.52 0.53 0.52
(from J-V)
Án(V) 0.56 0.53 0.53
(from C-V)
Nd(cm¡3) 8.7x1014 1.45x1016 2.9x1017
Resistivity (­-cm) 2-2.4 0.13-0.15 0.005-0.02
(nominal)
Resistivity (­-cm) 1.84 0.11 0.006
(from C-V)
ideality factors indicate thermionic emission to be the dominant current conduction
mechanism in the forward bias for the SBs on di®erent substrates.
C-V measurements of SBs on Ge were performed for A¤-independent measurement
of the SB height. C-V characteristics for SBs on Ge substrates of various resistivity,
having a contact area of 400 ¹m2 square, are shown in Fig. 4.14. Same as the extrap-
olation method mentioned in section 3.2.3, a straight line is observed, and from its
intercept on the voltage axis the SB height (Án) is calculated. Furthermore, from the
slope of this characteristic, the Ge doping concentration (Nd) can be determined. For
example a value of 2.9£1017 cm¡3 for Nd is obtained corresponding to a resistivity
of 0.006 ­-cm, which matches the speci¯cation of the Ge substrate. Similar C-V
measurements were performed on SBs on the medium (0.13-0.15 ­-cm) and highly
(2-2.4 ­-cm) resistive Ge and barrier heights (Án) of 0.53 V and 0.56 V and substrate
doping densities of 1.45£1016 cm¡3 and 8.7£1014 cm¡3 were obtained, respectively.
The barrier heights obtained are in good agreement with those obtained from the I-V
measurements as observed in Table 4.1.
The electrodeposited Ni ¯lms on Ge (0.005-0.02 ­-cm) were annealed for 20 min-
utes at temperatures ranging from 300±C to 500±C to investigate their Germanidation
mechanism. Phase identi¯cation and crystallographic structure determination were
carried out using XRD with Cu K® radiation (¸ = 1.5418 º A) in a µ-2µ geometry.
Fig. 4.15 shows the XRD spectra for as-deposited and annealed Ni/Ge samples for
initial Ni thicknesses of 70 nm. The initial Ni (111) peak at 44.68± completely dis-Chapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 74
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Figure 4.14: C ¡2-V curve of an electrodeposited Ni-Ge contact (400 ¹m square) for
various substrate resistivities (½1=2-2.4 ­-cm, ½2=0.13-0.15 ­-cm and ½3=0.005-0.02
­-cm).
appears after annealing indicating complete reaction of the Ni ¯lm with Ge. Peaks
at 34.8±, 35.2±, 44.2±, 45.7±, 53.8± and 54.4± are observed when the sample was an-
nealed at 500±C. These peaks are in excellent agreement with the µ-2µ pattern of the
NiGe JCPDS standard. The peaks were identi¯ed as NiGe(111), (210), (211), (121),
(002) and (301), respectively. No peaks corresponding to other Ni-Germanides, e.g.,
Ni2Ge NiGe2, etc. are observed. This clearly shows only polycrystalline Ni-mono-
Germanide (NiGe) phase forms at the annealing temperatures. The lattice constants
of the formed NiGe are determined to be a = 5.81 º A, b = 5.37 º A, and c = 3.40 º A
from the XRD spectra, in agreement with the reported values[78, 79].Chapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 75
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Figure 4.15: The XRD spectra for the as-deposited and annealed Ni/Ge samples
showing transformation from Ni to NiGe. The annealing was done by Muhammad
Husain. The XRD measurements were done by Dr. Kees de Groot and Muhammad
Husain.
For the 300±C annealed samples the NiGe peaks are very weak, while after 400
±C annealing, the peaks become quite strong. The crystallite size (t) of the grown
NiGe(111) was investigated by taking further XRD scan within close intervals sur-
rounding the peak. These are shown in Fig. 4.16 as a function of annealing tem-
perature (T). The crystallite sizes are calculated from the peaks using the Scherrer
relation:
t =
0:9¸
d cosµ
; (4.4)
where d is the broadening of the peaks due to the crystallite size. It was observed
that t increases with increasing T.
The variation of thickness of the Ni and Ni-Ge ¯lm as a function of annealing
temperature (T) was determined by SEM as presented in Fig. 4.17. This thickness
is seen to increase with increasing T. Theoretically the ratio of the atomic volume of
NiGe and Ni is 2.44. From Fig. 4.17 the ratio of the ¯lm thickness of NiGe at 500 ±C
to that of Ni is 2.53. This con¯rms complete reaction of the 70 nm Ni and formation
of NiGe at that temperature.
In order to further exploit the Germanidation mechanism the sheet resistanceChapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 76
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Figure 4.16: XRD spectra showing the NiGe(111) peak of the Ni(70nm)/Ge samples
when annealed at various temperatures. The calculated crystallites are presented in
the insert. This plot was prepared by Muhammad Husain.
Figure 4.17: Cross sectional SEM images of the various Ni/Ge samples: (a) as-
deposited, (b) annealed at 300 ±C, (c) annealed at 400 ±C, and (d) annealed at 500
±C.
(Rsh) of the grown ¯lms was measured using the four-point probe method. The
obtained Rsh values were multiplied by the ¯lm thicknesses to calculate the ¯lm
resistivities (½). The results are plotted as a function of annealing temperatures in
Fig. 4.18. It is observed that Rsh decreased with increasing T. The measured Rsh of
NiGe is 0.23 ­/sq when annealed at 500 ±C. The low Rsh could be attributed to the
increase in crystallite size at 500 ±C as observed in Fig. 4.16. The resistivity of Ni-Ge
also decreased when the ¯lms were annealed above 300 ±C.Chapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 77
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Figure 4.18: R sh and ½ of Ni and Ni-Ge ¯lms at various annealing temperatures. The
initial Ni thickness was 70 nm. The substrate resistivity was 0.005-0.02 ­-cm. This
plot was prepared by Muhammad Husain.
Typical I-V characteristics of the grown Ni(70nm)/Ge Schottky diodes under the
as-deposited and annealed conditions on lowly resistive (0.005-0.02 ­-cm) Ge are
presented in Fig. 4.19 for a contact pad size of 20 ¹m square.
A high quality rectifying behaviour ( 4-5 orders in magnitude) is observed for all
annealing conditions. Again, Án, ´ and Rs are calculated assuming the TE model in
the forward bias region and are presented in Table 4.2. The values of Án are virtually
constant at 0.52 V. Assuming a Ge band gap of 0.66 V the corresponding hole barrier
height (Áp) is 0.14 V. This value is low enough to guarantee a large ON current in
a SB-MOSFET. At low forward bias there is a considerable overlap of the current
curves of the non-annealed Ni-Ge, and NiGe-Ge samples as observed in Fig. 4.19.
This indicates both thermal stability and Fermi level pinning in the Ge band gap as
the barrier height is independent of the metal work function. The reverse current at
1V bias is 1 ¹A for the various annealed diodes. This is a signi¯cant achievement
as this value is more than an order of magnitude smaller than the reported value
in literature[75] for NiGe/Ge diodes formed by evaporation on highly resistive (4-6
­-cm) Ge.
The low values of ideality factor for the Schottky diodes presented in Table 4.2
indicate TE to be the dominant current conduction mechanism in the forward bias.
The series resistance decreases with increasing T (see the insert of Fig. 4.19) indicatingChapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 78
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0 ¹m2 square, as a function of annealing temperatures. Ge resistivity was 0.005-0.02
­-cm. The high forward bias region is magni¯ed in the insert.
T (±) Án(V) ´ Rs (­)
RT 0.52 1.1 21.32
300 0.52 1.27 14.79
400 0.55 1.13 11.83
500 0.55 1.08 10.85
Table 4.2: The Parameters of Schottky Barriers' I-V Characteristics. The Schottky
contacts with contact area of 20 ¹m2 square are built on Ge (0.005-0.02 ­-cm) by
nickel electrodeposition under the di®erent annealing temperature.
lower speci¯c resistance of NiGe than Ni. This is consistent with the four point probe
measurement presented in Fig. 4.18. Simulations of the operation of Ge Schottky
barrier FETS based on our experimental diodes is described further in our publication
Ref.[80].
4.5 Conclusions
The reviews of Spintronics in the beginning of this chapter outlines the fundamen-
tal concepts and recent developments in this new discipline. In the study of vertical
spin valves, our experimental results clearly show that an electrically well functioning
back to back diode can be fabricated using the membrane technique and further ex-
periments can build upon these results though no MR signal was observed at present.Chapter 4: Towards Si and Ge Spin Valves and Transistors 79
In the study of lateral spin valves, Ni/Ge Schottky barriers formed by electrodepo-
sition on highly doped substrate shows high recti¯cation with low leakage current in
reverse bias. The fabricated Ni/Ge diodes transformed into NiGe/Ge diodes upon
annealing at 500 ±C. Despite the compositional change the Schottky barrier properties
were virtually unaltered due to Fermi level pinning. The series resistances of NiGe
decreased with annealing temperature which is important for a high drive current
in SB-MOSFETs. Therefore, it is proposed that electrodeposition should be used
for source drain formation of a highly doped, Ge based SB-MOSFET to achieve low
sub-threshold leakage current.Chapter 5
Magnetic Switching in Ni
Nanoscale Void Arrays
5.1 Introduction
Nano-patterned magnetic materials are very attractive for fundamental studies
on magnetism, applications such as patterned storage media, and spintronic devices.
However, the limitations of conventional lithography, and the high cost of e-beam
lithography, limits widespread use of applications in this ¯eld. To overcome these
restrictions, self-assembly has been widely proposed as an alternative technique. Self-
assembly is the autonomous organization of components into patterns, or structures,
without human intervention [81]. Such structures can be used as templates to transfer
the pattern to magnetic materials. A variety of natural systems with self-assembly
properties has been used for this purpose including lyotropic liquid crystals [82],
anodised alumina membranes [83], block copolymers [84] and close packed arrays of
polystyrene latex and silica spheres [85, 86].
While these systems provide well-ordered, short range periodic templates, they
lack long-range order, the ability to determine the precise position, and direction of
the periodic structure. In order to address these issues, guiding of the self-assembly
has been proposed. This is a hybrid method involving pre-patterning of the sub-
strate using conventional fabrication techniques to assist the self-assembly process.
Guided block copolymer self-assembly has been studied showing remarkable guid-
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ing e®ects [87] and lithographically de¯ned patterns have been used to aid the self-
assembly of close packed spheres [88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93]. In this chapter, we will
introduce the techniques used for self assembly, expand on the fabrication of tem-
plates, and discuss the results of guided self assembly.
5.2 Theory of Self-Assembly
Currently, there are two approaches to fabricate the ordered nano structures:
top-down and bottom-up. A top-down model establishes an overview of the system
without detail for any part of it. Each new part may be de¯ned in more detail un-
til the entire speci¯cation is detailed enough to begin development. Top-down has
been the traditional approach to miniaturization by di®erent lithographic tools, such
as electron beam lithography, X-ray lithography, laser interference lithography, scan-
ning probe lithography, step growth methods [94]. But lithography is very costly
once it scales down. This is where the bottom-up approach becomes promising.
A bottom-up model designs individual parts of the system in detail, and a com-
plete system is formed by linking parts together. Bottom-up is self-assembly from
molecular-precursor building blocks. Though self-assembly encompasses the domains
of chemistry and biology, it is not limited to these domains, or length scales. The
obvious advantages of bottom-up fabrication are attainment of three-dimensional as-
sembly, achievement of atomic sizes, and low-cost fabrication [95]. Certainly, these
two strategies can be combined. Ross et al. [96] combined 'bottom-up' self-assembly
with 'top-down' patterned templates to achieve long-range ordered block-copolymer
nano structures.
"Self-assembly" has become an applied approach in more and more scienti¯c ¯elds
in recent years. How to de¯ne the exact concept of self-assembly looks very di±cult
because the applications of this technology are too extensive. Di®erent from 'forma-
tion' or 'growth', self-assembly is an autonomous process. The unique characteristic
of self-assembly is that the components can be voluntarily organized to construct
stable, robust and well-ordered aggregates or networks. In addition, several other vi-
tal characteristics have caused self-assembly to become popular in the ¯eld of device
fabrication [97, 98, 99]. Firstly, self-assembly is a very low-cost process. Secondly, theChapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 82
fabrication process is relatively easy. Thirdly, the system consumes minimum energy.
Finally, this technology is a very good way to assemble nanostructures, which can be
applied in various scienti¯c ¯elds from organic molecules to bioelectronic sensor, from
semiconductor quantum dots to robotics and computer networks.
There are several di®erent points of view of how to sort self-assembly [100, 99, 101]:
From the thermodynamic point of view, self-assembly is divided into static self-
assembly and dynamic self-assembly. The di®erence is that the system dissipates en-
ergy in the latter process. From the fabrication point of view, self-assembly is classi¯ed
as Langmuir-Blodgett (LB), electrostatic, surface forces, chemical and biomolecule-
assisted self-assembly techniques. From the nanostructures' morphology point of
view, self-assembly is sorted as 2D arrays and 3D networks.
5.2.1 Langmuir-Blodgett Assembly
Before self-assembly techniques were common knowledge, the traditional method
of ultrathin ¯lm fabrication was the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique, which was
published by Blodgett, K. B. and Langmuir, I. in 1937 [102]. This method consists of
one molecular layer deposited at a time on a crystalline ¯lm at the air-water interface,
by dipping the substrate into water containing a polymer that forms a single layer of
molecular chains on the surface. This layer is then transferred from the water to the
substrate. The dipping can be repeated to create an ordered multilayered ¯lm that
does not require poling to orient the molecules. As shown in Fig. 5.1, the ¯rst step of
the LB method is that the surfactant is spread on the water surface within a highly
volatile solvent. After the evaporation of the solvent, the molecules start to reorganize.
At this point, some spaces exist among the molecules and the ¯lm is not continuous.
The second step is that a barrier on the water surface pushes the molecules together.
A feedback (Wilhelmy plate) controls the position of the barrier and thus the pressure.
Before this step, the pressure-area isotherms of the surfactant must be studied. After
these two steps, the deposition on a solid substrate can be carried out. In recent
years, the LB technique has been shown to transfer a nearly defect-free long range
ordered monolayer from aqueous solution surface to a solid substrate[103]. However,
the LB technique can not overcome several disadvantages, such as the high cost of
equipment and maintenance, time-consuming and cumbersome.Chapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 83
Figure 5.1: The Langmuir Blodgett method steps: (a) The surfactant is spread on the
water surface within a high volatile solvent. (b) Then a barrier on the water surface
pushes the molecules together.
5.2.2 Self-assembly Monolayers
Self-assembly monolayers (SAMs) address the disadvantages discussed in LB tech-
niques [100, 104, 105]. The self-assembled monolayer, a type of tightly arranged
monolayer achieved by spontaneous formation, can be prepared simply by immersing
the substrate into the appropriate solution which contains the desired molecule and
washing o® the excess. Here, the molecules arrange without guidance, or manage-
ment, from an outside source, such as the barrier used in the LB method. Typically,
it is carried out with oxide-bearing substrates with organosilanes, or coinage metal,
substrates with alkanethiols (Ref.[100]). At present, there are two main types of
method to format SAMs. The ¯rst method is the silanation of the substrate (typ-
ically glass) by surfactant silanes, or siloxanes. The second method is formation of
sulphur coinage-metal (typically gold) covalent bonds. These two methods both have
no high requirement of mechanical manipulation, so a SAM is cheap and easy to fab-
ricate. In addition, the surfactant organization in SAMs is primarily dependent on
the nature of the substrate while that in a LB ¯lm is determined by the parameters
of the monolayer formation[101].Chapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 84
Lateral Capillary Forces
In nature, the driving forces of aggregation are di®erent from macro world to
micro world. In the large scale world, gravity, which is proportional to the mass,
is the dominating force. While in the micro scale world, the intermolecular force,
which is proportional to the surface area, is the most important force. Therefore,
the mechanism of self-assembly is based on the intermolecular force. The capillary
force is the dominating intermolecular force. In general, capillary forces are depicted
as the interactions between particles, mediated by °uid interfaces. There are two
main types of capillary forces: normal capillary forces and lateral capillary forces
[106]. As shown in Fig. 5.2, in the normal capillary force case, the liquid phase or gas
phase forms a liquid-in-gas, or gas-in-liquid, capillary bridge between two particles
or bodies. Then the capillary force is directed normal to the planes of the contact
lines on the particle surfaces due to the particle-particle and particle-wall interactions.
The forces can be attractive or repulsive depending on whether the capillary bridge is
concave or convex. Attractive forces of this type lead to three-dimensional aggregation
and consolidation of bodies built up from particulate. A spontaneous formation of
sub-micrometer, gas-¯lled capillary bridges in water is caused by the hydrophobic
surface force. In the lateral capillary forces case, because each individual particle has
some meniscus in the shape of a liquid interface or ¯lm, the forces are formed by
the overlap of the menisci around two particles. Di®erent from the former, this force
is parallel to the contact line. It can also be attractive or repulsive depending on
whether the overlapping menisci, formed around the two particles, are both concave
or convex, or one is concave and the other is convex. Attractive forces of this type
cause two-dimensional aggregation.
Furthermore, the lateral capillary forces are divided into °otation forces and im-
mersion forces. The °otation lateral capillary force, the e®ect due to particle weight
and buoyancy force, is employed for self-assembly of °oating meso-scale objects. The
immersion lateral capillary force is the e®ect due to the wettability of the particles,
or bodies, because the wetting properties of the particle surface, such as position and
shape of the contact line, and the magnitude of the contact angle decides the degree of
deformation of the menisci. This force is acted on in the 2D aggregation and ordering
of micrometer-sized, and sub-micrometer, particles con¯ned in the wetting ¯lm.Chapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 85
Figure 5.2: Types of capillary forces [106].
Formation Mechanism of SAMs
There are ¯ve essential requirements for 2D assembly: 1) stable wetting substrate.
2) repulsive nano spheres with identical size. 3) lateral capillary force. 4) convective
assembly due to evaporation and 5) the saturated water vapour at the suspension
surface. The typical process of formation of well ordered 2D arrays of latex spheres
is generally the evaporation of the drops of colloidal suspensions on solid hydrophilic
substrates. The formational mechanism and the governing forces of this type of 2D
assembled array were clari¯ed by Nagayama et al. [107, 108]. The process had two
stages: nucleus formation and crystal growth. The nucleus formation happened under
the action of attractive capillary immersion forces and the crystal growth took place
through convective particle °ux caused by the water evaporation from the already
ordered array. Through an appropriate adjustment of the shape of the liquid ¯lm
surface and of the water evaporation rate, it is possible to control the production
of ordered mono- or multi-layers of sphere arrays. Subsequently, the new concept
'convective assembly' was introduced to identify this mechanism of sphere ordering
under the action of capillary immersion force and hydrodynamic drag force [109].
In suspension, the colloidal spheres are liberated from gravity and obtain the inter-
molecular force, particularly the microscopic attraction between surfaces, by means
of surface tension. In the beginning, the nano spheres only make the Brownian mo-
tion in a su±ciently thick liquid ¯lm. However, once the thickness of the liquid ¯lm
becomes a comparable size to the particle, two new phenomena emerge, which areChapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 86
Figure 5.3: Sketch of the movement of the particles suspended in the thin liquid ¯lm.
(a) Directional movement of particles carried by convective °ow of water moving from
the meniscus area toward the array boundary where water is removed by evaporation
and hence particles are left dried. (b) Movement of particles forced by the attractive
interaction (lateral capillary force) exerted between two particles protruding their
heads from the water surface. The deformed water surface in conjunction with the
surface tension is the origin of the 2D force. [110, 109]
shown in Fig. 5.3. One is convective assembly (Fig. 5.3(a)). The spheres in the thick
liquid ¯lm are carried to the liquid ¯lm edge by water current. The water current is
caused by evaporation of water in the meniscus area. The water current is a type of
convection that causes water from thick liquid areas to °ow to the dry area in order
to wet it when the suspension at the edge dries by evaporation. The other is the lat-
eral capillary force (Fig. 5.3(b)), which originated from the surface tension between
the spheres which protrude from the surface, and which packs spheres into hexagonal
arrays. It should be noticed that the diameters of the spheres are larger than 100 nm
if the self-assembly takes place on the silicon or silicon dioxide substrate because the
minimum thickness of stable wetting ¯lm of silicon and silicon dioxide is about 100
nm.
5.2.3 Guided Self-Assembly
Following the pioneer work on the assembly of 2D colloidal sphere arrays by the
Nagayama's group, many studies took place to progress high quality 2D self-assembly
arrays. Instead of dropping the suspension, the suspension spreading has been facil-
itated by applying the spin-coating technique [111]. The quality of the ¯nal ordered
array can be improved if appropriate agitation by ultra sound is applied during theChapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 87
¯lm drying process [112]. In addition, tilting the horizontal substrate to an appropri-
ate angle is also a way to help the self-assembly. The array formation starts at the
upper edge of the drop and proceeds downwards [113].
However, the essence of above improved methods was that the substrate, where
self-assembly happened, was a °at surface. It has not intrinsically changed the mech-
anism of spheres' assembly. Researchers began to consider if patterned substrates
could act in a new type of driving force opposite to capillary force. Hence, physical
constraint and lateral capillary force are combined to control the process of self-
assembly. This type of self-assembly technique is called guided self-assembly. For
colloidal spheres, the interaction between them are often non-directional(in a sense,
very similar to ionic bonding and metallic bonding). However, the physical constraint,
which is the excluded volume interactions between spheres and the walls of the tem-
plates, is directional. Therefore, the orientation of colloidal crystals is primarily laid
on physical constraint.
In the case of colloidal spheres self-assembly on a plane substrate, the lattices is
often close-packed structures since the lateral dimensions of these channels are rela-
tively large in comparison to the sizes of the colloidal spheres. Well-de¯ned trenches,
with the comparable size of the spheres, will lead to additional packing structures be-
sides close-packed structures based on physical con¯nement and attractive capillary
forces.
These trenches could serve as physical traps for the liquid and the colloidal spheres.
As the edge of the meniscus moved slowly via a dewetting process, the capillary force
exerted on this edge will drag the colloidal spheres across surface of the bottom
substrate until they were physically trapped by the trenches [114]. The colloidal
spheres retained in each trench always tend to be in physical contact as a result
of the attractive capillary forces formed during solvent evaporation. The meniscus-
induced capillary force is strong enough to remove the extra spheres along with the
dewetting liquid [115]. As shown in Fig. 5.4(D), the angle µ is determined by
sinµ =
W ¡ D
D
(5.1)
When W is equal to or smaller than D, µ is always zero. Fig. 5.4(A) shows this case,
where the spheres align into a straight, linear chain. Fig. 5.4(B) shows the angle was
consistent with the calculated value by applying equation 5.1. Fig. 5.4(C) shows aChapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 88
Figure 5.4: (A,B,C) The SEM images of three typical chain-like aggregates that were
assembled in 2D arrays of channels that had L = 2 cm, W = 5.0 ¹m, and H = 2.3 ¹m.
The polystyrene beads used here were 5.7, 3.1, and 2.5 ¹m in diameter, respectively.
[116].
special case when W is equal to, or bigger than, 1.866D, the colloidal spheres only
prefer to form in a centre close-packed structure since this type of structure has the
highest density.
The ¯rst computational model of assembly of colloidal spheres into helical chains
was performed by Pickett et al., where they were packed under cylindrical con¯nement
[117]. This process was mainly driven by the excluded volume interaction (between
colloids and the walls of cylindrical holes, and among colloids), a constraint that
requires no overlapping between any two physical bodies. By controlling the ratio
between the diameters of cylindrical holes and colloids, a number of helical structures
were observed, albeit the right- and left-handed spirals appeared with roughly the
same probability and the ¯nal product was a racemic mixture.
The ¯rst experimental study of these kinds of helical chains aggregated by colloidal
spheres were fabricated by Xia et al., where V-shaped groove with triangular cross
sections were used instead of cylindrical holes [118]. As shown in Fig. 5.5(A), the
physical constraint provided by the walls of these grooves can drive monodisperse
spherical colloids to assemble into helical chains. The structural arrangement among
these colloids is determined by the ratio between the width of the V-grooves (W)
and the diameter of the colloidal sphere (D). When W/D falls between 2.70 and 2.85,
double-layered structures with a helical morphology will be formed (Fig. 5.5(B-D)).
The bottom layer will be an array of discrete particles that are only connected to eachChapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 89
other through the "dimers" sitting atop. As the suspension dewetted from the °uidic
cell, a meniscus was formed at its rear edge. The capillary force (Fc), originating from
this meniscus, was strong enough to push all colloidal spheres into the V-grooves and
left almost no beads on the top surface of the Si(100) wafer. In addition, they further
investigated the factors determining the chirality of these spiral chains and made the
conclusion that the direction of capillary forces relative to the longitudinal axis of
the V-grooves was the dominant factor. The corresponding structures observed in
di®erent regions are shown in Fig. 5.5(B-D). Obviously, regions (B) and (D) were
left-right mirror images, and helical chains obtained from these two regions exhibited
opposite signs of rotation. The exact rotation of these spiral chains depends on how
the liquid front was curved relative to the °ow direction. When the edge of the
meniscus moves towards the right hand side (as viewed along the direction of liquid
°ow, region B), the capillary force (Fc) drives the spherical colloids into left-handed
spirals, and bending to the left side (region D) led to the formation of the other pure
enantiomer. In region (C) where the capillary force was parallel to the longitudinal
axis of V-grooves, both left- and right-handed helical senses were equally probable,
and intrachain helical reversal might also occur. As illustrated in Fig. 5.5(c), the
handedness of each segment within an individual spiral chain were randomized.
Figure 5.5: Self-assembly of spherical colloids into Helical chains in V-shaped grooves.
(A) Schematic illustration showing the formation of a helical structure. (B-D) SEM
images of helical chains with di®erent chiralities that were obtained with the capillary
forces oriented toward di®erent directions relative to the longitudinal axis of the V-
grooves. [118].Chapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 90
5.3 Template Fabrication
Generally, the etching methods are divided into anisotropic etching and isotropic
etching [19]. If hf is the thickness of the layer material and l the lateral distance
etched underneath the photoresist mask, the degree of anisotropy Af is de¯ned as
Af ´ 1 ¡
l
hf
= 1 ¡
Rlt
Rvt
= 1 ¡
Rl
Rv
(5.2)
where t is the time of etching, Rl and RV are the lateral and vertical etch rates,
respectively. For isotropic etching, Rl=RV, then Af=0.
5.3.1 Silicon Dioxide Etching
A wet chemical silicon dioxide etch is a perfectly isotropic etching technique, in
which SiO2 etches in all directions at the same rate, thus it produces round sidewalls
as illustrated in Fig. 5.6(a). The disadvantage of wet chemical etching for pattern
transfer is the undercutting of the layer underneath the mask, resulting in a loss of
resolution in the etched pattern. In practice, for isotropic etching, the ¯lm thickness
should be about one-third, or less, of the resolution required.
If patterns are required with resolutions much smaller than the ¯lm thickness,
the anisotropic etching method(i.e., 0 < Af · 1) must be selected. In practice, the
value of Af is chosen to be close to unity. Fig. 5.6(b) shows the limiting case where
Af=1 and the etching produces vertical sidewalls. The current SiO2 dry etching
techniques are based on plasma-assistance. There are several di®erent techniques
that use plasma in the form of low pressure discharges, such as basic plasma etching,
reactive ion etching (RIE), sputtering etching, magnetically enhanced RIE (MERIE),
reactive ion beam etching and high-density plasma (HDP) etching [19].
For this work, both wet etching (Bu®ered HF) and dry etching (CHF3 + CF4 +
Ar) were used for pattern transfer. The dry etch achieves the nearly exact dimensions
of the pattern, while in the wet etching case, the widths of the trenches always enlarge
due to under-etching.Chapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 91
l
hf
Figure 5.6: Comparison of wet chemical etching and dry etching for pattern transfer.
(a) W et chemical etching is isotropic; (b) Dry etching is anisotropic.
5.3.2 Photolithography Mask Design
On a 6 inch Si wafer, a 5cm £ 5cm designed photolithography mask was replicated
to cover the whole wafer. In this mask unit, a quarter-cell was rotated by 90±, 180±
and 270± respectively and lay out at four corners. As shown in Fig. 5.7, 5.8 and
Table 5.1, a quarter-cell is made up of two main parts (part A and part B), where
every part is composed of 14 blocks. The length of block (L) is 500 ¹m. The distance
from the upper block's base line to the lower block's is 250¹m. In every block, the
trench array had 1000 nm gaps in part A and 500 nm gaps in part B. In di®erent
blocks the trench's widths (w) vary from 400 nm to 1700 nm. It should be noted
that due to the limitation of the photolithography resolution, the blocks (w=400nm
& t=250nm, w=500nm & t=250nm and w=400nm & t=350nm) are not successfully
developed.
Parameters Symbols Dimensions
Si trench length (¹m) L 500
Si trench width (nm) w 400 to 1700
SiO2 width (nm) b 500 or 1000
SiO2 thickness (nm) t 250 or 350
Si trench and SiO2 pitch (nm) ¤=w+b 900 to 2700
Table 5.1: The dimensional parameters of photolithography mask.Chapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 92
Figure 5.7: The topview of a quarter-cell of the photolithography mask.
5.3.3 Fabrication Process
The process °ow for the 2D self-assembled inverse sphere metal arrays guided by
a trench is illustrated by Fig. 5.9. On the polished side of an N-type < 100 > silicon
wafer with resistivity 0.01»0.02 ­¢cm, a silicon dioxide layer with 250 nm thickness
was thermally grown and a photoresist layer was spun on top. A designed pre-pattern,
including strips and trenches, was transferred to the photoresist surface by a Nikon
NSR-2005/i9C step and repeat system. Whereafter, the wafer was immersed in a
20:1 Bu®ered Hydrogen Fluoride (BHF) solution to etch the oxide until the silicon at
the selected area was exposed. The photoresist layer was then removed by a fuming
nitric acid clean. Finally, the whole piece of silicon wafer was sawn in 6 mm £ 12
mm pieces and processed by an RCA clean. This is a standard 2-step semiconductor
industry clean procedure. The stages are : 1) immersing in an aqueous mixture of
hydrogen peroxide and ammonium hydroxide; 2) followed by immersing a mixture of
hydrogen peroxide and hydrochloric acid. It is aim to remove organic contaminants
from the wafer surface; then to remove any oxide layer that may have built up; and
¯nally to remove any ionic or heavy metal contaminants.
The procedure of assembly of the colloidal spheres required that piece of patterned
Si wafers and a piece of microscope specimen glass are stuck together by a trapeziformChapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 93
Figure 5.8: The zoomin view of the trench structure. The width of a certain block is
round 200um but can not precise to 200 ¹m because of the ¯xed ¤.
template to form a sandwich structure. The patterned and polished side of the wafer
face to the glass. The groove template was made by one layer of para¯lm, which
e®ectively prevents the leakage. A hatch between wafer and glass was left to ¯ll in
with the colloidal solution, which was produced by Duke Scienti¯c Corporation and
contained 1wt% of 520(§5) nm diameter polystyrene spheres in water. The sand-
wich sample was placed vertically on glassware using gum and left in a temperature
and humidity controllable fridge. The colloidal solution was allowed to evaporate
over a period of 36 hours enabling the lateral capillary forces and physical constraint
to pack the spheres into the trenches. After all of the water had evaporated, the
groove template was dismounted to leave a groove-shape template area covered by
the polystyrene latex spheres on the silicon substrates. If the self-assembly template
appeared clearly opalescent with colors from green to red, depending on the angle of
observation, when the samples were illuminated from above by white light, the tem-
plates were robust with good adhesion to the silicon substrates. It was then possible
to continue to the next step { metal electrodeposition. After electrodeposition, the
sample was placed into dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent and washed in an ultra-
sonic tank for 2 hours in order to dissolve the latex spheres. Finally, inverse sphere
metal arrays were achieved.
In this self-assembly method, the latex sphere template was assembled as a mono-
layer. If a multilayered template was required, another self-assembly method with
the same colloidal solution could be applied. In this case, a 1.0 cm diameter thickChapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 94
Figure 5.9: Process °ow for guided self-assembly of inverse sphere metal arrays guided
by °at trench.
Te°on ring, instead of the grooved laboratory sealing ¯lm template, was stuck onto
the silicon substrate using double sided tape. The substrate was placed °atly and
the colloidal solution was spread over the area of the silicon surface enclosed by the
Te°on ring. So not only the attractive capillary force but also sedimentation in°u-
ences the packing of the spheres. The sedimentation process would take about 3 days.
Once a clear water layer was observed on the top of the deposit, the sedimentation
was ¯nished and it took an another stage of evaporation, which was similar to the
monolayer case.
5.4 Experimental Results of Guided Self-assembly
Mentioned in section 5.2.3, the attractive capillary force among the nano spheres
is the driving force to pack them in the trenches. Furthermore, this force tends to
maximize the density of the remaining structure [107]. Because the maximum density
of spheres is achieved by close packing [119], this mechanism leads to self-assembled,
face-centered or hexagonal close packed, monolayer or multi-layers.
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guiding patterns, trenches with various widths were fabricated. It is shown in Fig. 5.10
that the width of the trenches has a strong in°uence on the assembly paths. Referring
to Fig. 5.11, it is easy to distinguish three main types of packing mechanism. In
Fig. 5.10(a), a 3.6 ¹m wide trench is too wide for a sphere array of 6 rows and
too narrow for 7 rows settling down to the bottom of the trench. As shown in
Fig. 5.11(a), 6 rows of spheres adhered at the bottom of the trench and the extra 2
rows are respectively ¯tted into the voids at both edges of the trench. From the cross
section view, they lay on the inclines of the trench. In Fig. 5.10(b), a trench of width
of 3.7 ¹m is used as a guide. This trench is too wide for a 7-row sphere row and too
narrow for an 8-row. As a result, a structure of 7rows, with traigonal symmetrical
fractures forms to achieve the maximum density. In Fig. 5.10(c), a 3.9 ¹m wide trench
processes a perfectly guided sphere array because its width is commensurate with a
close packed sphere array of 8 rows settling down to the bottom of trench. Similarly,
in Fig. 5.10(d), an array of 9 rows of spheres crowded in a 4.2 ¹m wide trench. In
Fig. 5.10(e) an array of 8 rows of spheres is guided by a 4.2 ¹m wide trench resulting
in a distorted array. In Fig. 5.10(f) an array of 9 rows of spheres is guided by a 4.3
¹m wide trench resulting in perfect guidance.
It should be noted that in some cases, spheres are observed on the SiO2 as well.
But because electrodeposition is chosen as the metallization method to fabricate the
metal arrays, and the SiO2 as an insulator can not become an electrode, the metal
arrays do not form on SiO2. So these templates on SiO2 are not an obstacle. More
details and magnetic measurements of inverse sphere Ni arrays on Si can be found in
our paper [9].
As long as the width of trenches is not twice diameter of the colloidal spheres,
the spheres in the trenches always assemble into zigzag aggregates, albeit the packing
densities are di®erent, depending on the ratio of W and D. Fig. 5.12 shows the ex-
perimental result is coincident with the theoretical simulation, as discussed in section
5.2.3. However, the defects that appear in Fig. 5.13 can not be reproduced theo-
retically. In general, besides the surface tension from silicon, every sphere has two
physical contacts with the two side adjacent spheres and one physical contact with
silicon dioxide trench walls. These three forces are in the same plane and neutralize
each other to achieve the free energy state. Some of the spheres miss one contactChapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 96
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Figure 5.10: Commensurability of guiding patterns is demonstrated by six sizes of
trenches. In (a), an array of 8 rows of spheres is guided by a 3.6 ¹m wide trench.
But the two rows at the edges of trench lays on the incline. In (b), an array of 7
rows of spheres is guided by a 3.7 ¹m wide trench. This excessive width allows for a
natural, triangular distortion of the array which increases the sphere density. In (c),
an array of 8 rows of spheres is guided by a 3.9 ¹m wide trench. The dimensional
match results in a perfectly guided sphere array. Similarly, in (d) an array of 9 rows
of spheres crowded in a 4.2 ¹m wide trench. In (e) an array of 8 rows of spheres is
guided by a 4.2 ¹m wide trench resulting in a distorted array. In (f) an array of 9
rows of spheres is guided by a 4.3 ¹m wide trench resulting in perfect guidance.[9]Chapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 97
Figure 5.11: Scheme of the cross sections of the guiding patterns. Case (a) relatives to
Fig. 5.10(a,d). Case (b) relatives to Fig. 5.10 (b,e). Case (c) relatives to Fig. 5.10(c,f).
either with another sphere or the trench wall. This structure is not very stable.
5.5 Magnetic Characteristics
The excellent rectifying behaviour of the electrodeposited Ni-Si SBs analysed in
chapter 3 is now used to prevent substrate leakage currents and allow magnetoresis-
tance measurements to be performed on self-assembled Ni nanovoid arrays directly
on Si.
For magnetoresistance measurements, a single layer Ni nanovoid arrays was pre-
pared, shown in ¯g. 5.9(h). The Ni thickness, controlled by electrodeposition charge,
varied from 0 to the sphere diameter. For instance, the thickness of Ni nanovoid ar-
rays was approximately 250nm in ¯g. 5.14(b). Predetermination of the position of the
array allowed Ag pads to be de¯ned, and 4-probe magnetoresistance measurements
to be performed. A description of the measurements setup is shown in ¯g. 5.14(a).
Room temperature magnetoresistance measurements were performed using a square
modulated current with frequency 68 Hz and a lock-in detection technique. The am-
plitude of the current was 1 ¹A for measurements with the magnetic ¯eld parallel
and 10 ¹A for those with the magnetic ¯eld perpendicular to the current direction.
Magnetoresistance measurements were performed at room temperature on one of
the rectangular Ni nanovoid arrays with in-plane dimensions 230x10 ¹m and height
500 nm. The net current °ow was parallel to the long dimension of the rectangle.Chapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 98
Figure 5.12: a,b) Top view and cross section view of computable models of 2D lattices
that were assembled from 520nm colloidal spheres in arrays of trenches that was
1000nm in width. The depth of these trenches was 350 nm. c) SEM image of 2D
lattices corresponding to the simulation model.
The resistance of the array at remanence was R(0) = 12.2 Ohm. The in-plane mea-
surements with the magnetic ¯eld parallel to the current are shown in ¯g. 5.15(a. The
resistance is at its maximum when the magnetic moments in the array are parallel to
the current °ow. During the magnetisation reversal process, the magnetic moment
turns perpendicular to the current °ow resulting in lower resistance. The two distinct
minima at -8 mT and +8 mT indicate some hysteresis in the array. Fig. 5.15(b) shows
magnetoresistance measurements with the in plane magnetic ¯eld perpendicular to
the current. The resistance is at its minimum when the magnetic moments in the
array are aligned perpendicular to the current °ow by the magnetic ¯eld. No signi¯-
cant hysteresis is observed indicating a reversible rotation. The maximum resistance
for this case is observed when no magnetic ¯eld is applied.
According to Eq. 4.2, the Anisotropic magnetoresistance(AMR) of the array can be
calculated from Fig. 5.15. The AMR ratio is found to be 0.85%. Similar results have
been observed in CoFe anti-dot arrays fabricated by anodised alumina techniques but
with weaker AMR e®ects [120]. This can be attributed to the unique geometry of the
inverse sphere arrays which causes interesting magnetisation phenomena [121, 122].
It is noted that smaller resistance variation is observed for magnetisation rever-
sal in the perpendicular direction. This di®erence could be attributed to the 3-
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Figure 5.13: SEM image of zigzag aggregates that were generated by assembling 520
nm colloidal spheres into an array of trenches having 700 nm. The depth of these
trenches was 350 nm.
preference. However, closer examination of the magnetisation reversal mechanisms in
such structures is required for a full explanation of this e®ect. More detailed studies
on the magnetoresistance of these arrays should take into account that the current is
not exactly parallel, or perpendicular, to the magnetisation as it follows the inverse
spherical geometry.
5.6 Conclusions
The reviews of three main types of self-assemblies in the beginning of this chapter
outlines the fundamental theory of self-assembly. The experimental details, which
includes silicon dioxide etching, photolithography mask design and the fabrication
process of Ni nanovoid arrays are introduced. The results presented and discussed in
this chapter reveal that by tailoring the dimensions of the guiding patterns, switching
between perfect and triangularly distorted close packed self-assembly symmetries is
possible. These patterns are successfully transferred to Ni nanovoid arrays by elec-
trodeposition. The anisotropic magnetoresistance of Ni nanovoid arrays was achieved
up to 0.85% at present, which exceeded values obtained from similar structures. This
e®ect is attributed to the unique 3D geometry of the arrays. It is promising for
further micromagnetic studies and applications such as patterned storage media and
magnetoresistance devices.Chapter 5: Magnetic Switching in Ni Nanoscale Void Arrays 100
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Figure 5.14: (a) Four-probe measurements on guided self-assembly of Ni nanovoid
arrays on Si. The size of the spherical voids is not in scale. (b) SEM images of Ni
nanovoid arrays with sphere template intact in a 20 ¹m width trench. The nanovoids
are grown along the 3D template that was assembled from colloidal spheres with 500
nm nominal width. Inset: The Ni nanovoid arrays after spheres removed.
Figure 5.15: Room temperature magnetoresistance measurements at guided self-
assembly of Ni nanovoid arrays on Si for in-plane magnetic ¯elds, (a) parallel and
(b) perpendicular to the current °ow. The MR measurements were done by Dr.
Alexander Zhukov.Chapter 6
Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale
Void Arrays
6.1 Introduction
Mono-dispersed spherical colloids can self-assemble into one, two, or three-dimensional
lattices[123, 124, 109] by various types of driving forces, such as gravity[125], convection[107],
spin-coating[111], or electrostatics[126]. To achieve long-range, well-ordered colloidal
lattices, a promising approach is guided self-assembly, in which colloidal spheres self-
assemble on a patterned substrate[127, 9]. This method allows the formation of
shapes of a size which is at least an order of magnitude smaller than that of the
pattern made by (photo-) lithography. On °at substrates, spheres self-assemble due
to capillary forces into hexagonal close packed mono or multi-layers, as a maximum
packing density is the energetically favourable structure[107]. However, on patterned
substrates, the main packing force is the surface interactions between the spheres
and the walls of the template. Therefore the packing structure of spheres on a pat-
terned substrate is primarily directed by local physical constraints, as shown in Ref.
[128, 88, 116, 129, 115]. In this work it has been possible to assemble single layer and
multi-layer guided self assembly structures on a sub-micron scale and it is shown that
these structures assemble in a di®erent orientation than on an un-patterned substrate.
Such high quality three dimensional colloidal sphere arrays have attracted atten-
tion due to their potential to act as a template for the fabrication of 3D photonic
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Figure 6.1: (a) Schematic of surface and localized plasmons on nanostructured gold
surfaces. Inset shows de¯nition of normalized thickness ¹ t. (b) Typical dispersion of
a Bragg plasmon; black lines indicate theoretical dispersion modeled using the Bragg
scattering equation. (c) Mie plasmon dispersion; dashed black lines indicate guide to
eye. Color scale in both images is blue for 0% plasmon absorption to white for 80%
of incident light coupled into the plasmon mode [130].
crystals for waveguide structures, optical ¯lters or switches. In particular it has been
shown that spherical nanoscale voids in metal possess di®erent, and potentially more
useful, plasmonic modes than nanoscale metal particles. In previous work, it was
shown that spherical nanoscale voids, fabricated using a substrate of hexagonal close-
packed self assembled spheres as a template, support both propagating and localized
plasmon modes, as shown in Figure 6.1[130, 131]. However, in that approach, it has
not been possible to control the direction of plasmon propagation. The sub-micron
guided self assemblies of spheres fabricated in this work are used as templates to
fabricate two- and three-dimensional arrays of nanoscale Au voids in a array with
void diameters down to 500nm. This allows us to probe both self assembly formation
and plasmon modes with visible light. Plasmon modes are detected and the energy
of the plasmons is shown to depend on the dielectric constant at the Au interface.
All processes used in the fabrication have the potential to be scaled up and down.
Surface Plasmon Polaritons (SPPs) were ¯rst discovered by R.W.Woods in 1902
as he studied the re°ected light with a di®raction grating [132] and observed drops
in the re°ected light at some speci¯c wavelengths. The full theoretical descriptionChapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 103
of SPPs was given by R.H.Ritchie in the 1950s [133] and improved by H. Raether in
the 1960s [134]. On a metal surface, light can be coupled into a surface mode which
propagates along the surface of the metal, causing the drop in the re°ected light.
Nowadays, this ¯eld of research is called plasmonics.
To investigate SPPs, incident light should be applied to a nanostructured metallic
surface. In this chapter, the method and process of fabrication of these nanostruc-
tured metallic surfaces is introduced. Nowadays, self-assembly is regarded as an alter-
native to overcome restrictions found in both conventional and e-beam lithographic
methods for transferring patterns. However, the self-assembly alone can not provide
long-range well-ordered arrays. Hence, the hybrid self-assembly method called guided
self-assembly, which involves the pre-patterning of the substrate using conventional
fabrication techniques to assist the self-assembly process, emerged. It uses the con-
ventional fabrication techniques to make the pre-patterning on the silicon surface,
including stripes and trenches, which assist the self-assembly process to reduce the
state-of-the-art defect rate. This guided self-assembly method, which could fabricate
long-range well-ordered nano latex sphere arrays on a thermally oxidized Si wafer, is
applied in this project. The high quality nano sphere arrays are used as a template
for metallization to form inverse sphere metal arrays. Because this type of three di-
mension template has an inverse sphere shape, the common metallization methods,
such as evaporation, sputtering, molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) can not be used as
they are line-of-sight techniques. Electrodeposition, as a three-dimensional growth
method which can overcome this disadvantage, is applied in this project.
6.2 Basic Theory of Surface Plasmon Polaritons
A coherent °uctuation of surface charges on a conductor boundary is called a
surface plasma oscillation. Simply speaking, quantized plasma oscillations are called
plasmons. The alkali metals, such as Mg , Al, and the noble metals, such as Ag, Au
exhibit this plasmonic behaviour. Plasmons can exist within the bulk metals, and
their existence was used to explain energy losses associated with electrons beamed
into bulk metals[135]. Under the irradiation of an electromagnetic wave, the free
electrons are driven by the electric ¯eld to coherently oscillate at a plasma frequencyChapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 104
Figure 6.2: (a) the SPPs are a coherent °uctuation in electron density in the surface
of a metal, with an E-¯eld normal to the surface, (b) the ¯eld above the metal is
evanescent and therefore non-radiative, (c) the dispersion relation of SPPs lies to the
right of the light line, which represents a free space photon of the same frequency[137].
of !p[136]. For a bulk metal of in¯nite size, !p can be described by
!p = (Nq
2="0me)
1=2 (6.1)
where N is the number density of mobile electrons, "0 is the dielectric constant of a
vacuum, and me is the e®ective mass of an electron.
In reality, any metallic structure of ¯nite dimensions has an interface with sur-
rounding materials, which have di®erent dielectric properties. Surface plasmons (SPs)
are a type of plasmon, which can be understood as the electromagnetic waves that
propagate along the surface of a conductor, usually a metal. These waves occur at a
metal/dielectric interface, where a group of electrons is collectively moving back and
fourth[137, 138]. Longitudinal SPs coupled to an EM ¯eld are called SPPs. Illus-
trated in ¯g. 6.2(a), as the waves of electron density travel along the metal surface,
alternating regions of positive and negative charges are produced. To describe the
behaviour of SPPs at such a dielectric to metal boundary, it is necessary to solve
Maxwell's equations under the appropriate boundary conditions. The electric ¯elds,
produced by these regions of di®ering charge, have z components of electric ¯eld ex-
ponentially decaying from the interface into both media. In the metal, free electrons
undergo longitudinal oscillations, with associated electric ¯eld, which penetrate to
the skin depth of the metal (<50 nm for Ag and Au[136]). As shown in ¯g. 6.2(b),
above the metal, there is an evanescent ¯eld with maximum ¯eld at z = 0. Since
transverse electric(TE) light has no z component of electric ¯led, it cannot couple to
SPPs and is not considered. Solving the appropriate equations, the SPPs dispersionChapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 105
relation is yielded[139]. The frequency-dependent SP wave-vector kSP is expressed as
kSP = k0
r
"d"m
"d + "m
(6.2)
where k0 = !/c is the free-space wavevector, "d is the frequency-dependent permit-
tivity of dielectric materials and "d is the frequency-dependent permittivity of metal.
For kSP having a real component, the absolute value of "m needs to be larger than
the absolute value of "d, and "m needs to be negative. The imaginary component
of "m determines the frequency dependent absorption in the metal, which in turn
determines the SPPs propagation length ±SP. In addition, ±SP is also dependent on
surface roughness.
As shown in ¯g. 6.2(c), kSP lies to the right of k0 and tends toward !p=
p
2, which is
the limiting frequency of a 2D plasma. Therefore, the SPPs cannot be coupled by free
space photons. To overcome this momentum mismatch, Barnes et al. summarized
three main solutions[137]: prism coupling, scattering from a defect on a surface,
and scattering from a periodically corrugated metal surface. In this work, the third
method is applied. Nanoscale void arrays, as a periodic corrugation, will scatter a
photon, incident at some angle µ0, giving it extra momentum, xG, where x is an
integer, G = 2¼/y is the void wave-vector and y is the period of the void. kSP is
expressed as
kSP = k0 sinµ0 § xG (6.3)
As illustrated in ¯g. 6.3, tuning of µ0 and y allows direct coupling to the SPPs. On
the other hand, the periodicity of the metal surface allows the reverse process and
the coupling of non-rediative SPPs back to free space photons.
6.3 Template Fabrication
6.3.1 Silicon Wet Etching
Silicon wet etching by KOH belongs to the anisotropic etching techniques. Typical
values for the relative etch rate for the three planes of interest are < 111 > (reference)
= 1, < 100 > = 300 to 400, and < 110 > = 600 [140]. As shown in Fig. 6.4(a) and (b),
orientation-dependent etching of < 100 >-oriented silicon through a patterned siliconChapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 106
Figure 6.3: Incident light of wave-vector k0sinµ0. When kin is at point 1, the photon
is given momentum G and transformed to kSP at the point 2. The reverse process
occurs at point 3 and kSP decays to the light at point 4 via G.
dioxide mask creates precise V- or U-shaped grooves, the edges being < 111 >-planes
at an angle of 54:7±. After prolonged etching, the < 111 > plane is exposed down to
their common intersection while the < 100 > bottom plane disappears. In addition,
¯g. 6.4(c) and (d) show that no under-etching of the etch mask is observed due to
the perfect alignment of the concave SiO2 mask [141].
To further study KOH etching, it is important to note that when etching at
concave corners on < 100 > Si, it stops at < 111 > intersections while convex
corners are underetching, illustrated in Fig. 6.5(a). The SEM images in Fig. 6.5(b)
demonstrate how to make a suspension layer from a < 100 > Si wafer.
6.3.2 Fabrication Process
The templates were made using mono-disperse polystyrene latex spheres (Duke
Scienti¯c Corporation) supplied as a 1 wt.% solution in water (manufacturer's certi¯ed
mean diameter of 499 nm § 5 nm, coe±cient of variation in diameter 1.3%). Before
use, the suspensions were homogenized by successive, gentle inversions for 5 min
followed by a sonication for 15 s. All solvents and chemicals were of reagent quality
and were used without further puri¯cation. The commercial cyanide free gold plating
solution (Tech. Gold 25, containing 7.07 g dm¡3 gold) was obtained from Technic
Inc. (Cranston, RI, USA). Fuming nitric acid and dimethylformamide (DMF) was
obtained from Aldrich. 20:1 Bu®ered hydrogen °uoride (BHF) was obtained fromChapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 107
Figure 6.4: Orientation-dependent etching on < 100 > wafer. (a) Cross section; (b)
Top view. (c) and (d) SEM images of resulting actual V- and U-grooves by rectangular
mask.
Figure 6.5: (a) Illustration how to make a suspended bridge from a < 100 > Si wafer.
(b) SEM images to demonstrate how concave and convex corners act as stop and
underetching, respectively. The images were taken by INNOS processing engineer.Chapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 108
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Figure 6.6: Process °ow for guided self-assembly of nanoscale void metal arrays in
v-shaped trenches.
Rockwood. All solutions were freshly prepared using reagent-grade water (18 M­cm)
from a Cartridge Elga deioniser system.
The pre-patterned Si substrates were prepared from n-type (100)-polished Si sub-
strate wafers with 0.01-0.02 ­ ¢cm resistivity. The process °ow for the samples is out-
lined in Figure 6.6. A 250 nm layer of SiO2 was thermally grown. A photolithography
pattern was then transferred onto the wafer surface using a Nikon NSR-2005/i9C step
and repeat system. The oxide was dry etched down to the underlying Si, creating
linear trench arrays of 400 ¹m length, with widths W varying from 500 nm to 1700
nm with a step size of 100 nm and separation between the strips of either 500 nm or
1000 nm. To obtain v-shaped trenches, Si wet etching by KOH was carried out, as
shown in Figure 6.6(f). This is an intrinsically anisotropic etching technique. How-
ever typical values for the relative etch rate for (111)/(100) planes of Si is about 300
to 400 [140]. Therefore orientation-dependent etching of (100)-polished Si through
the patterned SiO2 mask creates precise v-shaped trenches, with an angle of 70:6±
between two (111)-planes. Wafers are cleaned using the two-step RCA clean. Prior
to the deposition of spheres, a 20:1 BHF dip is used to etch the native oxide layer o®
the exposed Si. In order to assemble the colloidal spheres on the patterned Si wafer, a
clean uncoated microscope slide was attached to the wafer forming a water-tight cell.
A layer of Para¯lm was used to prevent the leakage from the cell, and a hatch wasChapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 109
left to allow the injection of the colloidal solution. The cell was clamped vertically
and the solution allowed to evaporate naturally over 10 hours, enabling assembly of
the spheres in the trenches, as shown in Figure 6.6(h). Prior to electrodeposition,
a second 20:1 BHF dip (6 s) was necessary to remove the native oxide and leave
the Si surface H-terminated. Electrodeposition of gold was then performed at ambi-
ent temperature using a conventional three-electrode con¯guration controlled by an
Autolab PGSTAT12. The sample was the working electrode with a platinum gauze
counter electrode and a saturated calomel reference electrode (SCE). A pulse of -1.1
V vs. SCE was applied for 0.2 s to nucleate electrodepostion. The gold nanoscale
voids were gradually electrodeposited under potentiostatic conditions at -0.7 V vs.
SCE. Since SiO2 is an insulator, electrodeposition only takes place on the Si trench
walls, as shown in Figure 6.6(i). After electrodeposition, the sample was placed into
dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent and washed in an ultrasonic tank for 2 hours in or-
der to dissolve the latex sphere template. The morphology and nanostructure of both
the colloidal templates and gold nanovoid arrays were characterized using Scanning
Electron Microscopy (LEO 1455VP SEM).
In this work, we investigated the possible aggregate structures of colloidal spheres
with well-de¯ne trenches based on physical con¯nement and attractive capillary forces.
Fig. 6.7 is a top view of one sample in low magnitude. The horizontal and vertical
blocks of trenches (marked by black rectangles) are clearly identi¯ed. The concave
curves (marked by white dashed lines) on the surface are the imprints of menisci
during evaporation. As section 5.2.3 mentioned, the chirality of sphere chains was
determined by the concave curve and direction of the meniscus. Either vertical or
horizontal blocks which are located in the middle of the menisci have smaller spans
of concave curve than those in sides. Furthermore, in the same positions of menisci,
the vertical blocks have smaller spans of concave curve than those in the horizontal
blocks. Thus, coherence of assembled structures in the vertical blocks is higher than
for those in the horizontal ones corresponding to the same position. Vertical blocks
also obtained a higher quality of self-assembly structures.Chapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 110
Figure 6.7: SEM image of the top view of one sample in low magnitude. The cambered
curves (white dashed) on the surface are the imprints of menisci during evaporation.
The black rectangles mark the vertical and horizontal blocks of trenches.
6.4 Experimental Results of Guided Self-assembly
in V-shaped Grooves
A 250 nm layer of SiO2 was thermally grown on a (100)-polished Si substrate
and dry etched through a photo-lithographically de¯ned mask to expose the Si as
is shown in Figure 6.6. To obtain V-shaped trenches, Si wet etching by potassium
hydroxide (KOH) was carried out. As the relative Si etch rate for the (100) planes
compared to the (111) planes is about 300 to 400[140], this is in e®ect an atomically
smooth intrinsic anisotropic etching technique, which exposes all the (111) planes.
The angle of the trenches is hence well de¯ned, being 70:6± between two (111)-planes,
or, equivalent, 54:7± between the horizontal plane and the trench, with the depth of
the trench also uniquely de¯ned by the width. Latex spheres are self-assembled in
these trenches, as explained in detail in the experimental section. Using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM), spheres with nominal diameter Dn = 500nm, can be seen
assembled three-dimensionally in a trench of nominal width Wn = 1800 nm in Figure
6.8.
From the right most trench in the SEM image in which the layer below the top
layer is revealed, it is clear that the spheres assemble in a face centred cubic (fcc)
lattice with the (001) plane in the plane of the wafer and the (110) direction parallel
to the trench length and the Si (110) direction. The number of spheres observed inChapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 111
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Figure 6.8: (a) SEM image of single dot discrete chain arrays that were assembled by
500 nm colloidal spheres into trenches with 1800 nm nominal width. (b, c) Schematic
top view and cross section of structures.
(a)
2 µm 2 µm
(b)
Figure 6.9: Comparison of SEM images of 3D (100) oriented lattices that were as-
sembled from 500 nm colloidal spheres in (a) v-shaped trenches of 2400 nm nominal
width and (b) °at bottom trenches of 2300 nm nominal width.Chapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 112
the top layer perpendicular to the trench corresponds to the number of dense packed
planes of the colloidal crystal within the V-shaped trenches. The angle in the shown
fcc stacking of the spheres with its (111) plane parallel to the crystal Si (111) planes
means that the fcc latex sphere lattice has an identical angle to the horizontal plane
as the Si. This suggests that the (111) packing of the sphere lattice forms parallel to
the trench angled sidewalls, maximising the number of spheres touching the Si wall.
Hence fcc is the closest packed arrangement in a KOH etch Si trench when the trench
width is commensurate with the sphere size. As comparisons, in Fig. 6.9 both an
anisotropically Si etched pattern and a rectangular trench consisting of only a dry
etch in the 250 nm layer of SiO2 are shown. Using the same self assembly process
virtually perfect assembly is achieved in both cases but for the °at bottom structure
the hexagonal lattice is instead favoured which will build up to an fcc lattice with
the (111) plane in the plane of the wafer as shown in Ref[142]. The orientation of the
assembled structure is hence predictably controlled by the geometry of the trench.
The full range of sphere packing geometries as a function of trench width and
depth is illustrated in Figure 6.10. The trench is tapered from nominal width Wn
= 700 nm to 2800 nm with sphere nominal diameter Dn = 600 nm. With increasing
trench width the packing includes a transition from a single line of spheres to a
helical arrangement, followed by the double, triple, and quadruple structures already
discussed above. It is surprising that the transitions between the evidently stable
structures is realised within a length of a few micron. Within the 75 micron length
of the trench not only are the fcc lattices clearly distinguishable but also the helical
structure between single sphere line and two-layer fcc (as shown in Figure 6.10(b))
and another stable structure between the two-layer fcc and the three-layer fcc. The
orientation angle of the helical chains as seen in the plane of the Si wafer rotates from
0± to 90± with increasing trench width, providing a smooth transition from the single
line to the two-layer fcc lattice. For larger trenches such a defect-free transition does
not exist and more disordered areas are evident. However, the many stable structures
indicate that the process of self-assembly is one of surprisingly subtle nature in which
the latex spheres have enough time, energy, and movement to settle in their lowest
energy state.
The best ordering is expected for a commensurate trench size with the width W ofChapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 113
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Figure 6.10: (a) SEM images of 3D (100) oriented lattices that were assembled from
500 nm colloidal spheres in trenches of 1100 nm nominal width. (b) Sequential SEM
images of 600 nm colloidal spheres assembled in a 3D lattice inside a graded trench.
The dimension of trench is L= 75 ¹m, nominal W1 = 2800 nm and nominal W2 =
700 nm.
the trench equal to W = nD+A with n = the integer identical to the number of layers,
and A = an o®set due to spheres not being able to get to the bottom of the trench.
However, as nothing would stop the spheres partially assembling in the anisotropically
etched SiO2 above the Si, the e®ective o®-set can be essentially zero. Although there
is some °uctuation, experimentally for sphere diameter D = 500 nm, the four-layer
structure assembles best in a trench of nominal width Wn = 2400 nm, the three layer
structure in Wn = 1800 nm, the two-layer in Wn = 1200 nm, and the one layer in Wn
= 600 nm as shown in Figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.11. However, due to the small size
of the lithographically de¯ned structure, the actual size of the pattern is somewhat
smaller than the nominal size. The measured width of the v-shaped trench after
KOH etch is given by the equation We=(0.92§0.02)Wn-(80§40)nm. The relations
between experimental width and sphere diameter for commensurate structures ¯ts
very closely the relation We = nD. The data suggests that for wider structures it needs
to be slightly larger than the commensurate size to accommodate both the variation in
sphere size (1.3%) and aligned movement as the fcc phase forms. With respect to this,Chapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 114
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Figure 6.11: SEM images of 3D (100) oriented lattices that were assembled from 500
nm colloidal spheres in trenches of (a) 600, (b) 1200 nm nominal width.
it is also worth noting that the latex spheres do not assemble on SiO2 surfaces in the
vicinity of the Si trenches. On un-patterned planar Si or SiO2 surfaces, latex spheres
assemble into a close packed array driven by strong lateral capillary forces, which
develop at the meniscus between the solution and substrate and between adjacent
spheres, as illustrated in Figure 6.12(a). In contrast, as illustrated in Figure 6.12(b),
on the patterned Si wafer, the mechanism of self-assembly is altered as competing
surface energies play a role. The bu®ered hydrogen °uoride dip used on the Si surface
before self assembly leaves the surface H- terminated, and thus hydrophobic. Hence it
is expected that the SiO2 has a smaller contact angle and higher surface energy than
the Si surface. The liquid wets the SiO2 better thus retracting from the Si trenches
¯rst and is only retained in the vicinity of the polystyrene spheres which are lifted up
to the rim edge and brought into contact with the previously deposited spheres. The
combination of maximising (a) the electrostatic attraction between the spheres and
the Si trench sidewalls, and (b) the capillary forces developed by the di®erent wetting
of trench and rim appears to guarantee dense ordered packing in this system.
6.5 Optical Characteristics of patterned and self-
assembled structures
Un-patterned Si wafers appear dark grey in dark ¯eld microscopy. The intrinsic
colouration of our wafers is due to the micro patterning of the surface, shown inChapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 115
Figure 6.12: (a) On unpatterned °at Si or SiO2 surface, strong capillary forces which
develop at the meniscus between the solution and substrate and between adjacent
spheres assemble the spheres into a hexagonal close-packed array. µ is the contact
angle of substrate. (b) On the patterned Si wafer, the liquid wets the SiO2 better
thus retracting from the Si trenches ¯rst.
Figure 6.13. Periodic patterning of the Si surface at the sub-micron scale results in
optical di®raction. Trenches of widths from 500 nm to 1200 nm were imaged in dark
¯eld con¯guration, shown in Figure 6.13(a). In dark ¯eld imaging, only scattered
(i.e. here di®racted) light is collected by the objective, shown schematically in Figure
6.13(c). A simple calculation of the peak di®racted wavelengths as a function of
trench pitch shows excellent agreement with the microscope image colours (Figure
6.13(d)), providing a rapid method to verify the trench pitch and substrate uniformity
at precise locations. Figure 6.13(b) shows the same substrate with spheres placed in
the trenches. The spheres modify the local refractive index, tuning the e®ective pitch
of the trenches, and hence tuning their colour. From the uniformity of sample colour,
sphere packing density can be inferred, as shown in Figure 6.13(e). Well ordered
samples with good adhesion to the patterned substrate appear opalescent.
6.6 Metallisation through colloidal sphere template
After self-assembly, the 3D lattices are used as templates to fabricate gold nanoscale
void trench arrays on Si by electrodeposition. A pulse of -1.1 V vs. SCE (see Ex-
perimental Section) for 0.2 s is used to form a layer of uniform Au nucleation. With
semiconductor Si as the electrodeposition interface, instantaneous uniform nucleation
is crucial to obtain a continuous gold ¯lm[38, 30]. A potential of -0.7 V vs. SCE wasChapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 116
Figure 6.13: Dark ¯eld microscope images of (a) bare trench arrays from 600 nm
to 1200 nm width and with ¯xed spacing between trenches of 500 nm, (b) with self
assembled latex sphere templates. Colour changes across each sample are due to
changes in the local refractive index, which is directly related to the sphere packing
density and uniformity. (c) Schematic of light collection by microscope in dark ¯eld
con¯guration. (d) Calculated di®racted wavelengths for the three lowest di®raction
orders as a function of trench width. m is the di®raction order. (e) Sphere packing
density can be inferred from each image. Images (b) and (e) were taken by Prof.
Jeremy Baumberg and (c) and (d) were drawn by Robin Cole.
selected to allow the gradual electrodeposition of Au without any further nucleation.
As shown in Fig. 6.14, using 500 nm diameter colloidal spheres a single dot chain
of gold inverse spherical nanovoids are grown in the 800 nm trenches, whilst double
dot chains are grown in 1500 nm trenches. Gold electrodeposition occurs only on the
Si surface but not on the top insulating SiO2, resulting in con¯nement of the metal
arrays exclusively to the Si trenches. Illustrated in Fig. 6.15, gold growth begins from
both walls of v-shaped trenches, where the orientation of Si is (111). Due to the
trench geometry, gold growth is most rapid at the bottom apex of the trench. Com-
pared with nanovoids grown on a °at substrate, the structure of the Au grown into
v-shaped groove trenches is of a more complicated nature. The volume of the gold
deposited is estimated from the charge passed during electrodeposition and is well
controlled. A range of structures from shallow dishes, to triangular islands and trun-
cated spherical cavities can be fabricated depending on the volume of Au deposited.
For a given electrodeposition volume, the void shapes in the v-shaped trenches form
deeper cavities than those on °at bottom trenches.Chapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 117
Figure 6.14: SEM images of single and double gold nanovoid chains arrays. The
nanovoids are grown along the 3D template that was assembled from 500 nm colloidal
spheres in arrays of trenches with 800 nm (a,b) and 1500 nm (c,d) in nominal width,
respectively. (a,c) With sphere template intact. (b,d) with spheres removed. Inset:
the view at 45± angle tilted.
t=0.1
t=0.3
t=0.5
t=0.7
t=0.2
t=0.6
t=1.0
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Figure 6.15: Schematics of the cross section of gold inverse spherical nanovoids with
di®erent thickness. In the left two columns, comparison of the single dot chain mode
grown on a °at bottom trench and a v-groove one. t is the ratio of ¯lm thickness to
sphere diameter. In the right column, the double dot chains mode grown on v-groove
trench.Chapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 118
6.7 Optical Characteristics of Gold Nanovoids
Angle-dependent optical characterisation of these structures reveals a rich variety
of optical and plasmonic modes, which are strongly dependent on the lattice structure
and Au thickness. Dispersion analysis reveals the nature of the observed plasmon
modes, as illustrated in Fig.6.1.
A ¯bre-coupled spectrometer (Ocean Optics, spectral range 400-1700 nm, reso-
lution 1 nm) placed in the focal plane of the re°ection image was used to obtain
the spectral response from the selected area (approximate diameter 50 ¹m). Optical
re°ectivity measurements in TM polarization for two di®erent samples are shown in
Fig.6.16. The samples were illuminated with visible light from 400 nm to 1700 nm,
and incident scan angles from 0± to 80±. The thickness ratio t/D is 0.5, corresponding
to a semi-truncated spherical cavity. First we identify weak but highly dispersive (i.e.
strongly angle dependent) modes which correspond to propagating plasmon modes,
where the plasmon frequency depends on the incident photon wave vector. The dis-
persion of these modes corresponds to plasmons propagating along the length of the
trenches. The data also reveals highly localised modes, which due to their con¯ned
nature, have a well de¯ned plasmon frequency. These modes are characterised by a
very °at dispersion, and are predominant in high aspect ratio nanoscale void struc-
tures.
Hopping of localized plasmons between neighbouring spheres can be identi¯ed
from the presence of 'nearly' localised plasmons with mixed Bragg-Mie dispersion.
Whereas light incident on a 2D hexagonal nanoscale void array can couple to plasmon
modes at any incident azimuthal angle to the crystal lattice, in the trench structures
only light incident parallel to the trenches will couple strongly to plasmon modes,
with only weak coupling to localised plasmons by light incident perpendicular to the
trenches. This highlights the crucial role of the trenches in guiding and con¯ning
the propagating plasmons. Initial analyses shows that both localized modes and
dispersive modes are better de¯ned with the colloidal spheres left in place (providing
a high refractive core which con¯nes the plasmons better). It can also be seen that the
localized plasmon present in the single layer structure shifts to higher energy when
the spheres are removed. This is a direct consequence of the lower dielectric constant
of the air as compared to the colloidal spheres, as described in detail in Ref.[143].Chapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 119
Figure 6.16: Dispersion plots, red corresponds to absorption: (a) 1000 nm in a nomi-
nal width trench containing 500 nm diameter spheres in Au. The arrow identi¯es the
localized plasmon. (b) with spheres removed, the localized plasmon shifts to higher
energy. (c) double layer spheres in an Au structure in a 1500 nm nominal width
trench, arrow indicates mixed Bragg-Mie mode which 'hops' between neighbouring
sphere. (d) with spheres removed, black line indicates theoretical dispersion of a
plasmon propagating along a 1D chain of voids, modeled using the Bragg scattering
equation. Flat dispersions are indicative of localised plasmon modes. The theoretical
dispersion line was calculated by Robin Cole.Chapter 6: Plasmonic modes in Au Nanoscale Void Arrays 120
6.8 Conclusions
We have demonstrated a method to fabricate gold nanovoid trench arrays. In this
method photolithography is used to pre-pattern a Si surface, which is then selectively
etched in KOH to create a series of v-shape groove trenches. The geometric con-
¯nement of the trenches, together with electrostatic interactions and surface tension,
guides the (110) fcc assembly of the spheres on this patterned Si surface. Zero-defect
arrays were found to assemble along the entire length of some trenches, leading to
state of the art defect-free areas of 0.5 £ 0.2 mm2 (this is the full range of a certain
size trench.) for 500 nm diameter spheres, allowing characterisation with visible light.
The array formation was found to be highly dependent on the width of the trenches.
Various array formations, including single dot chains, fcc, and helical chains, were
achieved by modifying the trench width. Currently there is no microscopic explana-
tion for the formation of stable repeating spiral chains which are of great interest for
their chiral behaviour. These long-range well-ordered sphere strip arrays are used as
templates to form gold nanoscale void strip arrays by electrodeposition. By varying
the ¯lm thickness, void shapes ranging from shallow dishes to encapsulated voids
were fabricated. The gold strip arrays are of high quality with respect to lateral
symmetry and allow the detection of plasmonic signals. Further understanding of the
di®erent plasmon modes will aid research into slow-light and active waveguides, and
potentially allow on-chip optical communication.Chapter 7
Summary
Practical applications of electronics and nanotechnology depend largely on their
compatibility with conventional microelectronics technology and hence on their inte-
gration with semiconductors. In this thesis, metal electrodeposition on semiconductor
substrates is investigated. We show that electrodeposition of metals on n-type Si and
Ge is an excellent method to create Schottky barriers and that this method has
a number of unique advantages over other (physical) deposition methods and that
these advantages can be used to improve the prospects of applications in the area of
Spintronics and Plasmonics.
Firstly, the low reverse bias leakage of the Schottky diodes allows the use of highly
doped Schottky barriers in which all reverse bias current is due to tunneling. Hence,
for magnetic metals, these Schottky barriers allow spin-conserved conduction which
is a necessary step towards semiconductor spin valves and spin transistors. Secondly,
electrodeposition is not a line-of-sight-technique and can hence be used to grow three
dimensional structures when an appropriate pattern is created. Photonic crystals are
created by using electrodeposition of gold around a latex sphere pattern nanovoid
array.
In Chapter 2, the principle of electrodeposition of metals on semiconductors are
outlined and the experimental details, which includes the equipment setup and the
recipes of di®erent metal electrodeposition solutions, are discussed. The results reveal
that each metal semiconductor combination requires a series of distinct system pa-
rameters. For Au or Ni on Si, chronoamperometry with nucleation pulse is suitable.
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For Co on Si, chronopotentiometry with pulse pretreatment is the proper method.
For Ni on Ge, either chronopotentiometry or chronoamperometry can be used and a
nucleation pulse is not essential.
In Chapter 3, the principles of Schottky barriers and its electrical characteristics
are discussed. Experimental results of current-voltage and capacitance-voltage Ni-
Si Schottky barriers are presented, and analysis of thermionic and thermionic ¯eld
emission as a function of temperature is discussed. This demonstrates that electrode-
posited Ni-Si Schottky barriers have excellent rectifying behaviour, which might make
them ideally suitable for spintronic devices. A number of additional experiments is
presented on electrodeposition in a magnetic ¯eld, electrodeposition of Co on Si, and
a comparison with evaporated diodes is made.
In Chapter 4, a review of Spintronics is given. In the study of vertical spin valves,
our experimental results clearly show an electrically well functioning back to back
diode can be fabricated using the membrane technique and further experiments can
build upon these results though no MR signal was observed at present. In the study
of lateral spin valves, Ni/Ge Schottky barriers formed by electrodeposition on highly
doped substrate shows high recti¯cation with low leakage current in reverse bias. The
fabricated Ni/Ge diodes transformed into NiGe/Ge diodes upon annealing at 500
±C. Despite the compositional change the Schottky barrier properties were virtually
unaltered due to Fermi level pinning. The series resistances of NiGe decreased with
annealing temperature which is important for high drive current in Schottky barrier-
MOSFETs.
In Chapter 5, self-assemblies are reviewed and the fabrication process of self-
assembled latex spheres is shown. The results reveal that by tailoring the dimensions
of the guiding patterns, either perfect, or triangularly distorted, close packed self-
assembly symmetry is possible. These patterns are successfully transferred to Ni
nanovoid arrays by electrodeposition. The anisotropic magnetoresistance of these Ni
nanovoid arrays is 0.85%, which exceeds values obtained from similar structures, due
to the unique 3D geometry of the arrays.
In Chapter 6, a method to fabricate gold nanovoid trench arrays using self assem-
bly into v-grooves and electrodeposition is demonstrated. Various array formations,
including single dot chains, face-centered cubic, and helical chains, were achieved byChapter 7: Summary 123
modifying the trench width. These long-range well-ordered sphere strip arrays are
used as templates to form gold nanoscale void strip arrays by electrodeposition. By
varying the gold thickness, void shapes ranging from shallow dishes to encapsulated
voids were fabricated with high quality with respect to lateral symmetry. Plasmonic
signals corresponding to localized modes are detected from these guided self assembled
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